Happy Holidays!
This year has been full of changes and challenges that we as a nation and state have had to
overcome. As we enter this year’s holiday season and the end of 2020, it is important that we don’t
get distracted by these challenges and remain aware of common scams and recalled products to
protect ourselves, our families and our friends.
Our 2020 Holiday Consumer Protection Guide offers an array of consumer tips for Floridians—
from protecting yourself when making online purchases to avoiding charity scams. It also includes
a list of items recalled by the U.S. Consumer Products Safety Commission in the past year. During
the holiday rush, Floridians are purchasing large amounts of toys and household goods, so for your
convenience, we have compiled a list of these recently recalled items that are particularly risky to
children and teens.
To protect yourselves and your wallets, Floridians can familiarize themselves with this guide, so
that together we can build a stronger, safer Florida.
Wishing you a safe and happy holiday season!
Sincerely,

Ashley Moody
Attorney General

Questions about the guide? Contact our Citizens Services hotline at 1-866-9-NO-SCAM, or online at
www.MyFloridaLegal.com. More information on recalls and a list of recalled items year-round can be
found at www.CPSC.gov/en/Recalls.
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Holiday Season Shopping Tips
With so many consumer purchases taking place during the holiday season, it is a good time to be
particularly mindful of potential scams, security issues and added costs that may impact your online
purchases. Below are tips to keep your money safe while making the most of holiday shopping.
v When shopping online, it is often wise to pay with a credit card instead of a debit
card, if possible. Both payment methods allow you to dispute a charge if the
merchandise never arrives or is different from what was ordered; however, with a
debit card, the purchase is already deducted from your bank account and it may take
days or weeks for your bank to reverse the charge.
v When ordering online, ensure that the web browser has a secure connection before
inputting or submitting payment information. In the address bar, a padlock should
appear to signify that your session is secure.
v Some debit and credit card providers offer one-time card numbers to be used for
online transactions to further protect their cardholders. Log in to your account or
contact your card provider to see if it offers this service.
v When shopping online there are often additional costs such as shipping and
handling. Be sure to account for such additional charges when comparing prices
across retailers or when making the choice between an online purchase or an instore purchase.
v Keep your receipts and be sure you understand retailers’ return policies and periods
so you can return any unwanted items for a full refund.
v Some retailers offer layaway plans or other payment options to allow shoppers to pay
for items in installments or at a later date. Before agreeing to such a plan, be sure to
ask whether the retailer charges a fee for its program and whether payments and any
fees are refundable if the purchase is canceled or returned.
v When purchasing gift cards, check whether there is an additional activation fee,
and provide the activation receipt to the recipient. Additionally, consider the
retailer’s financial situation before buying a gift card. If the retailer closes or declares
bankruptcy, the recipient may not be able enjoy the card’s value.
v Know that scammers can easily create online retail sites with no intention of
shipping ordered products. Consider shopping with retailers you are familiar or with
whom you have done business in the past.
v If shopping with a new retailer, check with the Better Business Bureau at www.bbb.org
to determine whether other customers have filed complaints against them.
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Tips for Charitable Giving
While the holiday season is a time for kind and generous deeds, scam artists may seek to take
advantage of this spirit of giving. Below are tips to help ensure your charitable dollars do the most
good this season.
v Before donating, ensure that the charity is registered and eligible to solicit in the
State of Florida. Check to see if the charity is registered with the Florida Department
of Agriculture and Consumer Services at www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices or by
calling 1-800-HELP-FLA (1-800-435-7352).
v Do your homework and review any charitable solicitation carefully. Be sure
you understand how much of your donation will actually go toward charitable
programs, as opposed to administrative and fundraising expenses. To learn about
a registered charity’s spending, visit www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices and click
on “Check-A-Charity” to ensure that its spending aligns with your values. Also,
websites like Charity Navigator at www.CharityNavigator.org and GuideStar at
www.Guidestar.org assess and evaluate charities by providing information regarding
the charity’s mission, programs, and finances.
v Search online to see what others may be saying about a charity. You may also visit
www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices and use the “Business/Complaint Lookup”
tool, check with the Better Business Bureau’s Wise Giving Alliance at www.Give.org,
or visit www.CharityNavigator.org to determine whether the charity has any
complaints against it.
v Do not give your credit card number or bank account information to someone who
has called or emailed you unsolicited. If you are interested in donating to a charity
that has contacted you, ask them to mail you information about the charity and a
pledge form. Legitimate charities should have no problem with this request.
v Watch out for similar sounding charities. It is not unusual for sham charities to
choose names that sound like the names of legitimate, well-known charities.
v Know the difference between tax exempt and tax deductible. An organization that
is tax exempt does not have to pay taxes, but this does not necessarily mean that a
contribution you have made to it is tax deductible. To check whether an organization
is eligible to receive tax-deductible contributions, visit https://apps.irs.gov/app/eos/.
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Protecting Children Online
In this digital age, many of the most popular gifts for children and teens enable them to connect
to the internet and communicate with others online. If any of these items are on your holiday
shopping list, consider the below tips for setting boundaries on devices and with your children to
protect them from potential harm.
v Enable parental, usage, and privacy controls wherever possible.
º Gaming systems often have rating restrictions that let parents decide which games
can be played based on their ratings, such as “E” for Everyone or “T” for Teen.
º Some gaming systems may allow parents to restrict online access so children
cannot access features like chat rooms or add new friends without parental
approval.
º Consider setting in-game and in-app purchase restrictions on devices so your
account cannot be charged without entering a password.
º Consider enabling time limit controls on devices and within individual apps.
º Consider turning off location sharing on devices as this may allow the
application developer and other users to see a child’s location when connected.
º Most social networking sites allow users to adjust their privacy settings to
restrict who can view a profile. If your children use social media, ensure that
their profiles are set to a privacy level you are comfortable with.
v Teach children not to share personal or identifying information about themselves
online, including their full name, age, home address, and school name.
v Teach children about cyberbullying and to come to you if they witness it or become
the target of a cyberbully.
v Warn children not to download items online without your approval, as these files
may contain malware or be inappropriate for them to access.
v Teach children that they are responsible for their actions online and that things
posted on the internet can live on forever.
v Regularly check what apps children may be using and read the Terms of Service and
privacy policy for each.
v Get to know what websites and games your children are accessing; check them out
to ensure they are appropriate and offer proper children’s privacy protections.
v Set and share rules about appropriate use of a device, such as times it may be used,
acceptable apps, and consequences for breaking the rules.
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Product Recalls
During this season of joy and giving, it is important to remain vigilant about the safety of the
products brought into your home. What follows is a compilation of 2019-2020 U.S. product
recalls in an easy-to-use guide that can be used to consult as you give and receive items this
holiday season.
This guide reproduces U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission information and details
about recalled toys, baby items, sporting and recreational goods, furniture, and household
products that are either designed for, or pose a particular risk to, children and teenagers.
These items were among the more than 200 products recalled by the U.S. Consumer Product
Safety Commission between November 1, 2019, and October 16, 2020. For more information
regarding these products or for a comprehensive list of all product recalls, please visit
www.CPSC.gov.
Dangerous and defective products are the subject of recalls every year. When a product is
recalled, the law requires manufacturers and retailers to remove the products from their
shelves. However, products subject to recall sometimes slip by undetected and remain in
stores; others may have been purchased before a recall was ever issued. Additionally, many
products often continue to be offered for sale through online reseller websites well after a
recall has been announced. Therefore, it is always important to do your research to make sure
that the products you are buying or bringing into your home are safe and free of defect.
Taking a few minutes now to peruse this collection of recalled items will ensure a safer and
more enjoyable holiday season for you and yours.
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Baby and Toddler
Goods
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Thule Sleek Strollers
Hazard: The stroller’s handlebar can detach, posing an injury hazard to children.
This recall involves Thule Sleek strollers. The recalled
strollers were sold in black, dark gray, light gray, navy blue
and red with a silver or black frame. Only strollers without a
QC2020 sticker next to the product label and manufactured
between May 2018 through September 2019 are included in
this recall. The manufacture date code in YY/MM format,
Thule Sleek and product number: 11000001-5, 11000017,
11000330 or 11000337-342 can be found on the product label
located on the lower inside frame of the stroller. UPC code
091021978485, 091021883703, 091021460256, 091021761773,
091021079779, 091021070585, 091021349001, 091021433137,
091021514386, 091021037090,091021091900, 091021648937,
or 091021190214 can be found on the product packaging.
These strollers were sold in stores nationwide and online for
between $830 and $850.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled strollers and contact
Thule Group at 855-929-3531 to arrange for the return of the product and to receive a free
replacement Sleek stroller frame.

Manhattan Ball
Hazard: The toy’s plastic tubes can detach from the center ball and release the small silicone
teethers that are threaded on the tubes, posing a choking hazard to young children.
This recall involves ‘Manhattan Ball’ plastic activity toys. The
toy has a hard plastic center ball with 12 soft plastic tubes
inserted into the center ball and 7 silicone teethers threaded
on the tubes. “The Manhattan Toy Company” and lot code
325700EL or 325700IL are printed on the center ball. These
were sold exclusively at Target stores and online at Target.com
for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled
toy away from children and contact Manhattan Toy at 800-541-1345 or return it to any Target
Store for a full refund.
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Belecoo 535-S Baby Strollers
Hazard: The recalled strollers violate the federal Carriages
and Strollers standard. A child’s torso can pass through the
opening between the activity tray and the seat bottom and
his/her head can become entrapped, posing entrapment and
strangulation hazards. The location of the crotch restraint
creates a large opening between the seat bottom and the
restraint, and it can become detached, posing a fall hazard to
children.
This recall involves Belecoo 535-S convertible baby strollers
sold in black, pink, blue, khaki and gray colors. The strollers
convert into carriages in the bassinet position. Belecoo is
printed on the stroller’s frame and on the shoulder straps. The
model number 535-S is printed on a label on the inside of the rear frame of the stroller. These
strollers were sold exclusively on Amazon.com for about $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled baby stroller and contact A
Better You! at 800-715-7302 for instructions on how to receive a full refund including taxes
and original shipping cost.

Baby Strollers
Hazard: The recalled strollers violate the Federal Standard for Carriages and Strollers. A
child’s torso can pass through the opening between the activity tray and the seat bottom
and his/her head can become entrapped, posing entrapment and strangulation hazards.
The location of the crotch restraint creates a large opening between the seat bottom and the
restraint, posing a fall hazard to children.
This recall involves three models of double strollers.
A tag on the stroller seat reads: MADE FOR GOPLUS
CORP 11250 POPLAR AVE. FONTANA, CA 92337.
Included model numbers are BB4476, BB4613, and
BB4690. These strollers were sold online for about
$100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled baby strollers and contact Costway at
844-242-1885 for instructions on how to receive a full
refund including taxes and original shipping cost.
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Miniware Teething Spoons
Hazard: The teething spoon can break in a child’s mouth when being used as a teether, posing
a choking hazard to infants.
The recalled Miniware teething spoons are made from foodgrade silicone designed for infants to use during the teething
phase, approximately 4-24 months of age. The spoons were
sold in a set of two and came in gray, aqua, peach, key lime
(green), cotton candy (pink), and lavender colors. “Miniware”
is stamped in raised letters on the handle of the spoons. The
spoons were also sold in Meal Kit Configurations. The kits
were “First Bites” that included spoons, bowl, suction foot, and
lid. The spoons colors came in key lime, aqua, cotton candy,
lavender, gray and peach. The “First Bites Travel Kit” included
a spoon, bowl, suction foot, and travel bag. The spoons came
in lavender and aqua color. The “Sip and Snack” kit included a
spoon, bowl, suction foot and drinking cup. The spoon came
in peach and gray color. These were sold in stores and online
for between $14 and $42.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled teething spoons immediately and contact
Bonnsu at 855-334-8129 for a free replacement product.

Umbrella Strollers
Hazard: The recalled strollers violate the federal
Carriages and Strollers Safety standard. The location
of the restraint system creates a large gap between the
restraint and the seat. The child can slip through the
gap, posing a fall hazard. In addition, the covering on
the grab bar can detach and expose foam, posing a
choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Island Wear umbrella strollers with
a grab bar and footrest. The strollers were sold in blue
and multi rainbow colors for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled strollers and contact Island Wear at
844-449-4144 for instructions on how to receive a full
refund.
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Swurfer Kiwi Baby and Toddler Swings
Hazard: The plastic stopper on the bottom of the swing rope that holds
the swing seat in place can detach, posing a fall hazard to the swing’s
occupant.
This recall involves the Swurfer brand Kiwi Baby and Toddler Swings.
The plastic swing is sold in green, blue and pink. The swing attaches
to a swing set or a tree branch. The swing measures about 15 inches
wide, by 10 inches deep and 20 inches high. The swing weighs about
4 pounds. FlyBar, Inc. and Kiwi Swing SSW-0005 are printed on the
underside of the swing. The manufacture date code of August 2019 is
embossed on the back of the swing. These swings were sold in stores
and online for about $80.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
swings and contact Swurfer at 800-764-6784 to receive instructions to repair the swings.

Go Forward 4-in-1 Evolved Ergonomic, Flip Front2back and
Up Close Newborn Infant Carriers
Hazard: The buckles on the infant carriers can break, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Infantino soft infant and toddler carriers.
The front facing infant carriers are cotton with a front padded
pouch. The carriers have a black body and black straps or a
gray body and black straps. Only Infantino carriers with the
following four lot codes are included in the recall. The product
name and lot code are identified on label sewn into the inside
of the carriers. These carriers were sold in stores nationwide
and online for between $30 and $50.
Product
Go Forward 4-in-1 Evolved Ergonomic Carrier
Go Forward 4-in-1 Evolved Ergonomic Carrier
Flip Front2back Carrier
Up Close Newborn Carrier

Lot Code
2018 0619
2018 0719
2018 0719
2018 0719

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled infant carriers and contact
Infantino at 800-840-4916 for instructions on how to receive a free replacement carrier.
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Inclined Sleeper Accessory included with Kolcraft Cuddle ‘n
Care 2-in-1 Bassinet & Incline Sleepers and Preferred Position
2-in-1 Bassinet & Incline Sleepers
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported
with other manufacturers’ inclined sleep
products, after the infants rolled from their
back to their stomach or side, or under other
circumstances.
This recall involves the inclined sleeper accessory sold with the
Kolcraft Cuddle ‘n Care 2-in-1 Bassinet & Incline Sleeper (model
number starting with KB063) and the Kolcraft Preferred Position
2-in-1 Bassinet & Incline Sleeper (model number starting with
KB061). Model numbers are located on the metal bar between
the bassinets’ legs. The inclined sleeper is the only portion of the
product that is being recalled. These accessories were sold in stores
nationwide for about $140.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled inclined sleeper accessory
and contact Kolcraft at 800-453-7673 for a $35 voucher to be used on www.Kolcraft.com
or a $20 refund. Consumers can continue to use the bassinet without the inclined sleeper
accessory.

Kids & Koalas Baby Walkers
Hazard: The baby walkers fail to meet the federal safety standard. Specifically, they can fit
through a standard doorway and are not designed to stop at the edge of a step as required by
the federal safety standard and they have leg openings that allow the child to slip down until
the child’s head can become entrapped at the neck. Babies using these walkers can be seriously
injured or killed.
This recall involves the Kids & Koalas-branded baby walkers. The
foldable baby walkers have eight wheels and a seat with adjustable
height. They were sold in grey, black, green, pink, blue, and white.
The Kids & Koalas logo is printed on the front of the tray and on the
back of the seat. Model number X002 can be found on an attached
hang tag underneath the product and on the packaging. These
walkers were sold online for between $89 and $123.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
baby walkers, dismantle them, and throw them away.
10
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Thule Sleek Car Seat Adapters
Hazard: The plastic brackets on the car seat
adapter can break, posing a fall hazard to infants.
This recall involves the Thule Sleek Car Seat
Adapter used to place a Chicco car seat on the
Thule Sleek Stroller. The adapter is metal with two
black plastic brackets and clips onto the stroller.
Only the car seat adapter is included in this recall.
Product number 11000301 is printed on a sticker
located on the adapter’s plastic bracket. The UPC code is 091021188099. These adapters were
sold in stores and online for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Sleek Car Seat Adapter and
contact Thule Group at 855-652-2688 to arrange for the return of the product for a full refund
or to receive a free replacement product of a Thule Sleek Bassinet which works on the Thule
Sleek Stroller.

DaVinci Bailey Bassinets
Hazard: The bassinet’s mattress support can become disengaged, posing fall and entrapment
hazards to babies. Additionally, the bassinet’s support legs can break, also posing a fall hazard
to babies.
This recall involves wooden DaVinci Bailey
Bassinets for infants. The recalled bassinets with
model number “M0934” were sold in the following
four colors: gray, espresso, natural, and white. The
model number is printed on a white label attached
to the mattress support board and on the external
product package. The assembled bassinets measure
38 inches long by 20 inches wide by 30 inches high,
and each weighs about 21 pounds. The bassinets
were sold with a 1-inch waterproof cradle pad.
“DaVinci” is printed on the product packaging,
instruction manual and product registration card.
These bassinets were sold online for about $110.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bassinets and contact
DaVinci at 833-932-0208 for a free repair kit that will reinforce the mattress support. In the
meantime, parents are urged to find an alternate, safe sleeping environment for the child, such
as a crib that meets current safety standards.
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Beautyrest Beginnings Incline Sleeper with Adjustable Feeding
Position for Newborns; Disney Baby Minnie Mouse Incline
Sleeper with Adjustable Feeding Position for Newborns; Delta
Children Deluxe 3-in-1 Activity Rocker, Feeder and Sleeper;
Simmons Kids Beautyrest Deluxe 3-in-1 Activity Rocker,
Feeder, and Sleeper; and 3-in-1 Activity Rocker, Feeder and
Incline Sleeper and Others
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported with other
manufacturers’ inclined sleep products, after the infants rolled
from their back to their stomach or side, or under other
circumstances.
This recall involves the Delta Incline Sleeper with Adjustable
Feeding Position for Newborns (and other branded versions
listed above) with model numbers 27404-2255, 27404-437,
27404-758, and 27404-942. The model number is located on
the label and frame. The product is an inclined sleeper that
has a manual rocking feature and also has a feeding position.
These sleepers were sold in stores nationwide and online for
between $42 and $51.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the inclined sleeper and contact Delta at
1-800-377-3777 for a cash refund or voucher.

Pillo Portable Napper
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported with other
manufacturers’ inclined sleep products, after the infants
rolled from their back to their stomach or side, or under
other circumstances.
This recall involves the Evenflo Pillo Portable Napper with
model number 12132125. The model number is located on
a label on the leg of the product. The product is a padded
inclined napper. These nappers were sold in stores and
online for about $75.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
product and contact Evenflo at 1-800-233-5921 for a cash
refund or voucher.
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Tango Mini Strollers
Hazard: Both of the stroller’s hinge joints can release and collapse
under pressure, posing a fall hazard to children in the stroller.
This recall involves four models of black Tango Mini Strollers,
each with its own model number and identifiable by a uniquely
colored bonnet top sold in Quartz Pink (Model Number
ST31D09A), Sedona Gray (Model Number ST31D10A), Jet Black
(Model Number ST31D11A), and Purest Blue (Model Number
ST31D03A). Model numbers are printed in black on a white
sticker located on one of the stroller’s legs. These strollers were
sold in stores nationwide and online for between $100 and $120.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled strollers and contact Baby Trend at 800-328-7363 for a
replacement or full refund.

Graco Little Lounger Rocking Seat
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported with other
manufacturers’ inclined sleep products, after infants
rolled from their back to their stomach or side, or under
other circumstances.
The Graco Little Lounger Rocking Seat is two products in
one, a rocking seat and a vibrating lounger. Most models
(model numbers 1872034, 1875063, 1875102, 1877160,
1882081, 1896313, 1908957, 1914283 and 2047734) have
multiple incline positions and one model (model number
1922809) has one incline position. The model number is
located on a label on one of the metal legs. These rocking
seats were sold in stores nationwide and online for about
$80.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
product and contact Graco at 800-345-4109 for a cash
refund or a voucher.
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Little Bambino 4 in 1 Children’s Tricycles
Hazard: Paint on the canopy’s frame contains levels of
lead that exceed the federal lead paint ban and tricycle
components contain levels of lead that exceed the federal
lead content ban. Lead is toxic if ingested by young
children and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves Little Bambino 4 in 1 canopy children’s
tricycles. The three-wheeled tricycles can be used as a
push stroller or a push, training and classic tricycle. They
were sold in blue, pink or red and have a back handle, an
elongated back rest, a basket, a canopy and a bell on the
front handle. The Little Bambino logo is on the front of
the tricycle. Model BW204 and UPC code 653981740030,
653981740092, 653981740108, 656857123326,
656857123333 or 656857123340 can be found on the
product packaging. These tricycles were sold online for between $97 and $130.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tricycles, take them away
from children and contact Thesaurus Global Marketing at 866-633-8202 for a full refund,
including the cost of shipping.

SwaddleMe By Your Bed Sleeper Inclined Sleeper
Hazard: Infant fatalities have been reported with other
manufacturers’ inclined sleep products, after the infants rolled
from their back to their stomach or side, or under other
circumstances.
This recall involves the SwaddleMe By Your Bed Sleeper inclined
sleepers with model number 91394. The model number is located
on the cross-bar tube of the frame between the two upright tubes.
The product is a free-standing inclined sleep product. These
sleepers were sold in stores nationwide and online for about $99.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the inclined sleeper and contact Summer
Infant at 1-800-426-8627 for a cash refund or voucher.
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Children’s Clothing
and Accessories
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Bunz Kidz Children’s Sleepwear Sets
Hazard: The children’s sleepwear sets fail to meet the federal
flammability standard for children’s sleepwear which requires
sleepwear to be either snug-fitting or flame resistant, posing a
risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves Bunz Kidz-branded children’s sleepwear
sets consisting of a robe, top and pants. The sleepwear sets were
sold in sizes 2 through 12. The 100% micro polyester fleece
robe and pants are white with allover pink star print and the
100% polyester top is pink with Dream in Glitter printed onto
the chest in gold. The robe has long-sleeves, a shawl collar, two
side seam pockets and a sewn-on tie located at the waist and
the pants have an elastic waistband. Bunz Kidz is printed on a
blue sewn-in label and style numbers L23846, L43846 or L73846 and GPU numbers 2017-246,
2017-446 or GPU 2017-746 are printed on another sewn-in label. These sets were sold in
stores and online for between $24 and $48.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sleepwear sets away from children
and contact Stargate Apparel at 866-351-0193 for a full refund.

Noah Reverse Fleece Hoodies
Hazard: The Reverse Fleece Hoodie fails to meet the federal flammability standards for
clothing textiles, posing a risk of burn injuries to consumers.
This recall involves Noah Clothing-branded 100% cotton brushed
reverse fleece, long sleeve, hooded sweatshirts. The hoodies were sold
in black, Kelly green, bright red and light blue colors and in sizes XS,
S, M, L, XL and XXL. They have a drawstring around the collar of
the neck, color contrasting stitching and “NOAH” embroidered on
the front pocket. The reverse fleece hoodie is sewn so that the fleece
typically seen on the inside of the hoodie is shown on the outside
(reverse) everywhere but the pocket and hood. The sewn-in label at
the neck states “NOAH” with a red cross underneath. The sewn-in
care label has additional information that states “RN 150322.” These
hoodies were sold in stores and online for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled reverse fleece hoodies and
contact Noah Clothing at 833-662-4692 for a full refund plus a $20 gift card upon sending
Noah a photo of the garment cut in half. Noah Clothing is directly contacting all known
purchasers.
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Lilly of New York Children’s Boots
Hazard: The boots’ sole contain levels of lead that exceed the federal lead content ban. Lead is
toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves Lilly of New York-branded children’s
boots. They were sold in children’s sizes 5 through 10 in the
following colors and style numbers: Aqua (53325), black
with glitter (53323), black with green (53317), and purple
with black (53324). The lined boots have a Velcro closure and
rubber soles. Lilly and the style number appear on the inside
of the shoe’s tongue. These boots were sold online for between
$35 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled boots away from children and
contact Lilly of New York at 888-359-1322 for a full refund or to receive a free replacement
product of similar value.

Hooey Children’s Sweatshirts with Drawstrings
Hazard: A drawstring in the sweatshirt hood poses a strangulation hazard to children.
Drawstrings can become entangled or caught on playground slides, handrails, school bus
doors or other moving objects, posing a significant strangulation hazard to children.
This recall involves 15 styles of youthsized sweatshirts with the “Hooey”
brand or logo and drawstrings in the
hood. The sweatshirts are polyester
and cotton. The sweatshirts generally
have a single front pocket. They were
sold in boys’ and girls’ sizes XS, S, M,
L, XL. A white size label has the word
“Hooey” and “Made in China” and is
located at the center back neck of the
sweatshirts. A label in the side seam
has the garment care instructions.
These sweatshirts were sold in stores
and online for about $45.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled sweatshirts away from children
and remove the drawstring to eliminate the hazard.
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Crewcuts Boys’ Stone Washed Denim Pants
Hazard: Small stones can be present in the pockets or waistband of the pants from the stone
washing manufacturing process, posing aspiration or choking hazards to young children.
This recall involves Crewcuts boys’ denim pants sold in sizes 2 and 3
and only includes pants that were made in Pakistan. Pants with style
number J8406 and season FA 19 are included in the recall. A care label
sewn into the side seam lists the style number and season. A label sewn
into the waistband of the garment lists the size and country of origin and
“Crewcuts.” UPC codes 099105125419 and 099105125420 are listed on
the price tag attached to the pants. These pants were sold at J. Crew and
Crewcuts stores nationwide and online for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pants away from children and
remove the stones from pockets or internal waistband opening to eliminate the hazard.

Children’s Lounge Pants
Hazard: The children’s lounge pants fail to meet the flammability standard for children’s
sleepwear that requires sleepwear to be either snug-fitting or flame resistant, posing a risk of
burn injuries to children.
This recall includes children’s 100% cotton lounge pants. The lounge pants were sold in 18
prints. The lounge pants were available in children’s sizes small through extra-large. The
loungewear pants have the brand name “TINFL” and one of the following lot numbers printed
onto an inside side seam label: 58500-51, 58500-52, 58500-53, 58500-54, 58500-55, 58500-56,
58500-57, 58500-59, 58500-60, 58500-61, 58500-62, 58500-63, 58500-65, 58500-66, 58500-67,
58500-69, 58500-70, and 58500-71. These lounge pants were sold online for about $18.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled lounge pants away from children
and contact K-Apparel at 800-201-8734 for a full refund.
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Just Blanks Children’s Nightgowns
Hazard: The nightgowns fail to meet the federal flammability
standard for children’s sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries
to children.
This recall involves Just Blanks-branded children’s 92% cotton
and 8% spandex nightgowns. They were sold in sizes 12 months
through size 12 and in two prints: Birthday and elephant. The
birthday print has blue trim on the bottom and on the sleeves
and the trim on the elephant print is pink. Just Blanks and
tracking number 20190329 are printed on a sewn-in neck label.
These nightgowns were sold for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled nightgowns away from children
and contact Ishtex Textile Products at 800-935-0914 for a full refund.

Joules USA Children’s Pajamas and Robes
Hazard: The children’s garments fail to meet the federal flammability standard for children’s
sleepwear, posing a risk of burn injuries to children.
This recall involves Joules girls’ and boys’ pajamas and robes
sold in multiple prints and sizes. Joules is printed on the sewnin neck label. Garments with the following item numbers,
printed on the wash care label, are included on this recall. These
were sold in stores nationwide and online for between $20 and
$70.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled garments, take them away from children and contact
Joules USA at 800-583-9559 for a full refund.
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Furniture
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Swivel Rocker and Glider Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s post can separate from base, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves all dining swivel rockers, club swivel rockers, and
club swivel gliders in all designs with mechanisms that have solid
posts. The aluminum framed chairs are for indoor and outdoor use
and were sold in a variety of finishes including black, desert bronze
and terra mist. The Hanamint logo is cast into the underside of the
seat. These chairs were sold in stores nationwide for about $600.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
swivel rockers and gliders and contact Hanamint at 800-298-9210 for
a free repair.

Bastian Teak Medicine Cabinets
Hazard: The mirror can detach and fall from the medicine cabinet door, posing an injury
hazard.
This recall involves Bastian teak medicine cabinets with one, two or three doors and one
mirror on each door. The medicine cabinets are 24, 36, or 48 inches wide, corresponding
to one, two, or three doors. The medicine cabinets were sold in natural teak, whitewash,
and rustic brown finishes. A name plate with “Signature Hardware” is attached inside of the
medicine cabinet door. The SKU number is printed on purchase receipts and email order
confirmations. The SKU number corresponding to each size and finish is listed below:
Size
24”

36”
48”

Finish
Natural Teak
Rustic Brown
Whitewash
Natural Teak
Whitewash
Natural Teak
Rustic Brown

SKU Number
422703
422704
422705
422706
422707
422708
422709

These cabinets were sold online for between $400 and $630.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Signature Hardware at 855-715-1800 to
schedule a free in-home repair.
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CFMK Surface Mount Brackets
Hazard: The brackets can fail to securely surface mount the CPANL LED and fall
unexpectedly, posing a risk of injury from impact.
This recall involves metal CFMK H-Brackets that
are screwed into the ceiling and used to surface
mount CPANL LED fixtures. The CFMK Bracket
was included as an optional mounting accessory
with 1x4, 2x4 and 2x2 CPANLs sold by retailers and
was available as a separate accessory for CPANL
LEDs. These were sold at home improvement stores
nationwide and online for between $85 and $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using CPANL LEDs surface mounted with a
CFMK Bracket and contact Lithonia Lighting at 855-307-2454 for a free CFMK Bracket repair
kit. Consumers should prevent people from going into the immediate area under the fixtures
until the brackets are repaired.

Mattress on the Go Folding Mattresses
Hazard: The mattresses fail to meet the mandatory federal flammability standard for
mattresses, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves DownEast’s
Mattress on the Go folding mattresses
which can be used as a small sofa or
chair. The two-tone gray mattresses
measure 4 inches high when
configured as a mattress. Only the
twin-sized mattresses are included
in this recall. Downeast Home &
Clothing, Item # 5540033515 and
Made in China are printed on a white
tag located on the underside of the
head panel of the mattress. These mattresses were sold nationwide for about $110.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled mattresses and contact
DownEast at 800-337-3076 to receive a free fitted liner to cover the mattress and bring it into
compliance with the federal standard.
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Parke Twin and Full Beds
Hazard: The headboard on the recalled beds can
separate from the side rails, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves Crate and Barrel Parke
model twin and full platform beds with a wood
headboard and frame. The SKU number and
“Crate and Barrel” and “Parke” are printed on the
bed’s headboard. The following SKU numbers are
included in the recall: 206538, 206648, 206732,
206888, 206935, and 206978. These beds were
sold at Crate and Barrel stores nationwide and online at www.crateandbarrel.com for about
$500 for the twin bed and about $600 for the full bed.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled beds and contact Crate and
Barrel at 800-451-8217 for a free replacement.

Essential Home Belmont 2.0 Four-Drawer Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable and can tip over if not anchored to the wall, posing
serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves 4-drawer chests with plastic drawer glides
sold by Transform under the Essential Home brand and
identified as the “Belmont 2.0” model. Included models are:
Kmart Item #
01832577-9
01832593-6
01832637-1
01833166-0

Mfr. Model #
F214-PRF
F214-MEF
F214-WAF
F214-BRF

UPC
7-89515563264-9
7-89515563273-1
7-89515563285-4
7-89515590807-2

Color
Black
Pine
Walnut
White

The chests measure approximately 29.8 inches in height and 27.7 inches in width, and were
sold in four colors including black, pine, walnut, and white. The manufacturer’s name,
“Kappesberg Moveis,” and the model number “F214” can be found on the manual that came
with each chest. These were sold exclusively at Kmart stores and online at www.Kmart.com
for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chests if they are not
properly anchored to a wall and place them in an area that children cannot access. Contact
Transform at 800-659-7026 to receive a free anchoring kit.
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Patmos Chaise Lounge Chairs
Hazard: The paint used on the chair’s metal frame contains levels of lead that exceed the
federal lead paint standard. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse
health effects.
This recall involves the Patmos Chaise Lounge Chair, which is sold in brown and gray colors.
The chair is covered with a tightly woven, synthetic, resin/all-weather wicker. The chair also
has an adjustable backrest. The chair measures 34 inches wide, 83 inches deep, and 11 inches
high. These were sold at Rooms To Go and Carl’s Patio stores in Florida and online at www.
roomstogo.com for between $500 and $700.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled chairs immediately and contact Rooms
To Go at 855-688-0919 for a replacement.

Riveted Mesh Floor Lamps
Hazard: The lamp’s on/off foot switch can overheat, melt, or catch fire,
posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the Riveted Mesh floor lamp. The industrial steel lamp
with a mesh steel shade measures about 74 inches in height and 23 inches
in diameter. It came with four 60W T9 Edison bulbs and a circular foot on/
off switch on the electrical cord at the base. SKU number 68270176ISTL
is printed on a green label located on the bottom of the lamp base. These
lamps were sold in Restoration Hardware stores and online for between at
$83 and $825.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using and unplug the recalled lamp
immediately and contact RH at 833-360-0655 for a full refund of the
purchase price. RH is contacting all known purchasers directly.
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Cottage Town Bedroom Furniture Collection
Hazard: The base coat paint used on pieces within the furniture collection contains levels of
lead that exceed the federal lead paint standard. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children
and can cause adverse health effects.
This recall involves the Cottage Town
Bedroom Furniture Collection,
manufactured by Avalon Furniture,
which was sold in white, black, and gray
colors. The recalled furniture includes
the dresser, mirror, king headboard,
king footboard, queen headboard,
queen footboard, chest, and gent’s chest,
manufactured between August 1, 2019,
and December 18, 2019. Vertical wood
paneling is featured on the front or sides
of each piece. A label containing the
product’s SKU number and manufacture date is located on the back of each furniture piece.
This label is placed on the dresser, nightstand, chest, and gent’s chest in the top left corner of
the back panel. The label on the mirror is located on the bottom left of the back panel and for
the headboard and footboard, on the bottom right of the back panel.
Color
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
Gray
White
White
White
White
White
White
White
White

Group Name
Cottage Town Dresser
Cottage Town Mirror
Cottage Town King Headboard
Cottage Town King Footboard
Cottage Town Nightstand
Cottage Town Chest
Cottage Town Gents Chest
Cottage Town Queen Headboard
Cottage Town Queen Headboard
Cottage Town Dresser
Cottage Town Mirror
Cottage Town King Headboard
Cottage Town King Footboard
Cottage Town Nightstand
Cottage Town Chest
Cottage Town Gents Chest
Cottage Town Queen Headboard

Group and Item Numbers
2485-1
2485-2
2485-4
2485-8
2485-5
2485-6
2485-10
2485-3
2485-7
2481-1
2481-2
2481-4
2481-8
2481-5
2481-6
2481-10
2481-3

SKU Numbers
32124858
32224850
32424854
32824852
32524856
32624858
33024857
32324852
32724850
32124810
32224812
32424816
32824814
32524818
32624810
33024819
32324814
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Color
White
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black
Black

Group Name
Cottage Town Queen Footboard
Cottage Town Dresser
Cottage Town Mirror
Cottage Town King Headboard
Cottage Town King Footboard
Cottage Town Nightstand
Cottage Town Chest
Cottage Town Gents Chest
Cottage Town Queen Headboard
Cottage Town Queen Footboard

Group and Item Numbers
2481-7
2483-1
2483-2
2483-4
2483-8
2483-5
2483-6
2483-10
2483-3
2483-7

SKU Numbers
32724812
32124834
32224836
32424830
32824838
32524832
32624834
33024833
32324838
32724836

This collection was sold exclusively at Rooms To Go stores and online at www.roomstogo.com
for between $100 and $600 per piece.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled furniture and contact
Rooms To Go at 855-688-0919 for free replacement and free pickup of the furniture.
Consumers will not be responsible for shipping costs.

Brighton, Travis and Bevelle Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable if the mirror is not installed, posing serious tipover and entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves the Brighton nine-drawer
dressers, Bow-front dressers, Travis nine-drawer
dressers, Travis nine-drawer double dressers, Bevelle
dressers and Wooden nine-drawer dressers with
tapered feet, manufactured from November 2017
through February 2019. The mahogany and cherry
wood veneers dressers have satin nickel-finished
pull knobs and handles. Each dresser is about
63 inches wide by 20 inches deep and 41 inches
high, and weighs about 245 pounds. A label on the
back of each recalled dresser displays the date of
manufacture and “MADE IN INDONESIA.” These
dressers were sold at Costco and furniture stores
nationwide and online for between $700 and $1,100.
Remedy: Consumers should always keep children away from dresser until repair is
completed. Contact Modus at 888-859-2129 for a free compliant replacement tip-over
restraint kit and to request a one-time, free in-home installation of the kit.
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Modavari Forrest Live Edge Benches
Hazard: The recalled bench can tip over while in use, posing fall and injury hazards to the
consumer.
This recall involves Modavari Forrest Live
Edge Benches. Model number LE6 is printed
on the carton. This bench has a solid wood
top and two metal legs. The bench is 60 inches
wide, 14 inches deep and 18 inches high. The
wooden top is a natural finish and the leg color
is gunmetal. These benches were sold in stores
nationwide for about $300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product and contact
Furniture Connexion Inc for a free a repair kit. The Furniture Connexion Inc. is contacting all
purchasers directly.

HON Office Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s back can break, posing fall and
injury hazards to the user.
This recall involves HON’s Gateway office chairs
with model numbers HGTMM and HGV1MM and
manufactured from February 2019 through February
2020. It also involves the Maxon MXMO series chairs,
model numbers M-SEMO201 and M-SEMX101. The
manufacturer’s name, model number and manufacture
date are printed on a label located on the underside
of the seats. The office chairs have a black mesh seethrough back and a five-star base with wheels. HON or
Maxon is printed on a label underneath the seat. These
chairs were sold in stores and online for between $135
and $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using
the recalled chairs and contact HON at 800-833-3964
for a free replacement back including installation
instructions.
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Nelson and Lauki Dressers and Cabinets
Hazard: The recalled dressers and cabinets are
unstable and can tip over if not anchored to the wall,
posing serious tip-over and entrapment hazards that
can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Herman Miller Nelson Cabinets
and Dressers and Design Within Reach Lauki Cabinets
and Dressers. Product numbers can be found on a
label located inside an upper drawer. The Nelson
cabinets are wood veneer and have 2 doors or 3, 4,
5 or 8 drawers. They were sold in oak, walnut, ash,
and santos palisander (brown). The Lauki dressers
are wood veneer or lacquered MDF and have 3 or 6
drawers. They were sold in the following colors: Oak,
Walnut, White, Graphite and Glacier Grey.
Recalled Herman Miller Nelson Cabinets
Product # Product Name
TE3400.E Nelson Thin Edge Chest Cabinet
TE3400.M Nelson Thin Edge Chest Cabinet
TE0204

Nelson Thin Edge Double Dresser

TE2167.R

Nelson Thin Edge Buffet

TE2167.L

Nelson Thin Edge Buffet

TE2100.S

Nelson Thin Edge Chest

TE2100.T

Nelson Thin Edge Chest

TE2134

Nelson Thin Edge Cabinet

BC3440.L

Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 34 x 40

BC3440.M Nelson Basic Cabinet Series 34 x 40
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Description
56 x 18.5 x 41
Cabinet, 5-Drawers with 1 right door
56 x 18.5 x 41
Cabinet, 5-Drawers with 1 left door
67 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet, 8-Drawers
67 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet, 4-Drawers with 2 right doors
67 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet , 4-Drawers with 2 left doors
34 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet, 4-Drawers
34 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet, 3-Drawers
34 x 18.5 x 28.75
Cabinet with 2 doors
40 x 18.5 x 39.5
Cabinet, 5-Drawers with door
40 x 18.5 x 39.5
Cabinet, 2-Drawers over 2 doors

2020 Holiday Consumer Protection Guide
Recalled Lauki Dressers
Product # Product Name
100144158 Lauki 32”
100144157 Lauki 32”
100144156 Lauki 32”
10006123 Lauki 47”
100144127 Lauki 47”
10008841 Lauki 47”
10001064 Lauki 47”
10008840 Lauki 47”
100144161 Lauki 60”
100144160 Lauki 60”
100144159 Lauki 60”

Description
Three Drawer Dresser Glacier Grey
Three Drawer Dresser - Graphite
Three Drawer Dresser - White
Wide Dresser – White
Six Drawer Dresser - Glacier Grey
Six Drawer Dresser - 47” – Graphite
Six Drawer Dresser – Oak (DISC)
Six Drawer Dresser – Walnut (DISC)
Six Drawer Dresser - Glacier Grey
Six Drawer Dresser – Graphite
Six Drawer Dresser – White

These pieces were sold in stores and online for between $2,600 and $16,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using this or any recalled chest or cabinet if
not properly anchored to the wall, place it in an area that children cannot access and contact
Herman Miller at 800-338-2107 to receive a full refund with free pick-up of the chest.

Prepac 4-drawer Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable
and can tip over if not anchored to the wall,
posing serious tip-over and entrapment
hazards that can result in death or injuries
to children.
This recall includes Prepac 4-drawer chests
with plastic drawer glides. The recalled
chests were sold in three finishes, black, oak
and white. The following model numbers
are included in the recall and are printed on
the instruction manual: BEP-3031-4, BBD-3031-4, OBD-3031-4, WHD-3031-4. These chests
were sold online for about $75.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled chests if not properly
anchored to the wall and place them in an area that children cannot access. Contact Prepac
at 877-773-7221to receive a free tip-over restraint kit and consumers can request a one-time,
free in-home installation of the wall anchor strap.
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Hodedah HI4DR 4-drawer Chests
Hazard: The recalled chest is unstable if it is not anchored to the
wall, posing tip-over and entrapment hazards that may result in
death or serious injuries to children.
This recall involves the Hodedah HI4DR 4-drawer chest. They were
sold in beech, mahogany, chocolate, cherry, white, and black colors.
The chests measure about 40 inches tall, 27.5 inches wide, and 15.5
inches deep and weigh about 84 pounds. These chests were sold
online for between $90 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled
chest that is not properly anchored to the wall and place it in an
area that children cannot access. Contact Hodedah at 855-463-3324
for free anti-tip anchoring kits or packaging and pre-paid shipping
labels so that consumers can remove the chest’s drawer slides and return them to the firm for
a full refund and discard the rest of the dresser.

Blythe Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable
if not anchored to the wall, posing tip-over
and entrapment hazards that may result in
death or serious injuries to children.
This recall involves Joybird’s Blythe
dressers. They are made of plywood with
a painted white finish exterior and nine
brown-colored, veneer-faced plywood
drawers with round knobs that are
finished with a low-gloss lacquer. The
dressers measure about 66 inches wide, 18 inches deep and 37.5 inches high and weigh about
209 pounds. Stickers on the back of each recalled dresser state “Stitch Industries, Inc.” the
month and year of manufacture, and the words “TSCA Title VI Compliant.” These were sold
online at www.Joybird.com for about $1,700.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled dressers if not properly
anchored to the wall and place it into an area that children cannot access. Consumers should
contact Joybird at 888-282-0842 for a free in-home repair to the dresser’s legs or a free onetime in-home installation of a tip-over restraint kit by a technician plus a $50 gift card to be
used on Joybird’s website, or free pick-up of the dresser for a full refund.
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“Wireless Power” Reclining Furniture
Hazard: The lithium-ion batteries used to power the “Wireless Power” reclining furniture can
overheat, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves “Wireless Power” reclining furniture
powered by lithium-ion batteries. The batteries are installed
internally as an optional equipment upgrade in custom
configurable reclining furniture and are visible when
looking under the upholstery in the rear of the furniture
in a black mounting bracket. The batteries are black and
rectangular. The tops of the batteries are marked with the
word ENouvation. Recalled furniture has a white label on
the back underside of the footrest ottoman which states
“Options: WP”, indicating “Wireless Power”, along with the
product’s unique serial, style, and cover fabric numbers and
the custom production date. This furniture was sold for
between $1,000 and $2,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the “Wireless Power” reclining furniture
and contact Southern Motion at 800-368-8865 for a free in-home repair, including a credit for
the cost of the “Wireless Power” lithium-ion battery option.

Finch 3-drawer Dressers
Hazard: The recalled dressers are unstable if they are not anchored to the wall, posing serious
tip-over and entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves Homestar Finch three-drawer dressers in
maple/bank adler (EB10873BA), black (EB108738Q), torino
walnut (EB108738TW) and white (EB108738W), sold alone
or as part of a matching bedroom collection. Homestar North
America and the model number are printed on a label on the
back of the recalled dressers. The contemporary style dressers
have three drawers with three brushed nickel finish metal
handles. The dressers measure 28-inches high, 27.5-inches
wide, 16-inches deep and weigh about 47 pounds. These
dressers were sold online for about $90.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled dressers that are not
properly anchored to the wall and place them in an area that children cannot access. Contact
Homestar at 877-353-5999 to receive a free tip-over restraint kit and a one-time free in-home
kit installation.
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Chadwick and Bailey 5-drawer Chests
Hazard: The chests are unstable and can tip over if not
anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment
hazards that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall includes Chadwick and Bailey five-drawer wood
chests in white, mission oak, espresso and dove gray colors.
“Hillsdale Furniture” is printed on a label on the back of the
chest. The chests measure 48 inches tall by 36 inches wide by
17 inches deep. These were sold nationwide for about $280.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it in an area that children cannot access. Contact Bob’s
Discount Furniture at 800-569-1284 or Hillsdale Furniture at 800-368-0999 to receive a free
repair or refund. Remedy options include a free self-install repair kit, free in-home installation
of repair kit or free pick-up of the chest.

IKEA KULLEN 3-drawer Chest
Hazard: The recalled chest is unstable if it is not
anchored to the wall, posing tip-over and entrapment
hazards that may result in death or serious injuries
to children. Additionally, KULLEN 3-drawer chests
imported after August 12, 2019 do not comply with
the performance requirements of the updated version
of the U.S. consensus standard (ASTM 2057-19).
This recall involves the KULLEN 3-drawer chest. The
chest is 28 3/8 inches tall, sold in black-brown or birch
colors, and weighing approximately 45 pounds. The
article numbers for the KULLEN 3-drawer chest are
600-930-58 (birch), 501-637-54 (black-brown), and
803-221-34 (black-brown). A 5-digit supplier number, 4-digit date stamp, IKEA logo, country
of origin and “KULLEN” are printed on the underside of the top panel or inside the side
panel. These were sold exclusively at IKEA stores nationwide and online at www.ikea-usa.com
for about $60.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the KULLEN 3-drawer chest if not
properly anchored to the wall and place it into an area that children cannot access. Consumers
should contact IKEA at 888-966-4532 for either a full refund or a free wall-attachment
(anchor) kit.
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Camino Floor Lamps
Hazard: The lamp’s on/off foot switch can overheat, melt or catch
fire, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the Camino floor lamps. The iron and antiqued
nickel lamp measures about 68.5 inches in height and 26 inches in
diameter. It came with 12 25W flame or vintage cylinder candelabra
bulbs at the top and a circular foot on/off switch on the electrical
cord at the base. SKU number 68270175IRON, 68270500IRON,
68270734IRON, 68270734TSLV, 68270913ANCK, 68270915ANCK,
68270913IRON, or 68270915IRON is printed on a label located on
the bottom of the lamp base. These lamps were sold by Restoration
Harbor in stores and online for between $200 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using and unplug the recalled
lamp immediately and contact RH at 844-623-7500 for a full refund
of the purchase price.

Bayside Furnishings Lawler-9-PC-Dining Sets
Hazard: The dining chairs can break, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves the Lawler 9 PC Dining Set by Bayside Furnishings with a dining table and
eight chairs. The table is gray and measure 92 inches long and expands to 110 inches long with
the removable leaf. The UPC number for the Dining Set is 764053530869. The Model Number
CSC9PD-9-R1 is printed on the Bayside Furnishings label sewn underneath the chair seat.
The dining chairs in the set are ready to assemble dining chairs with gray fabric upholstered
seats. These sets were sold by Costco for between $1,000 and $1,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the dining chairs and contact Whalen at
833-205-0936 for instructions to receive a full refund.
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Home Decorators Collection Print Block 4-Drawer Whitewash
Chest
Hazard: The recalled chest is unstable if it is not anchored
to the wall, posing serious tip-over and entrapment hazards
that can result in death or injuries to children.
This recall involves the Home Decorator’s Collection Print
Block 4-Drawer Whitewash Chest, Model # HDC-14012,
made from mango wood with a distressed finish, which
was sold between May 2015 and December 2019. The chest
is about 44 inches tall and weighs about 96 pounds. A
white label on the back of each chest lists the manufacturer
“Country Art & Craft LLP” and date of production in black
text. These were sold online at www.homedepot.com for
about $900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled chest unless properly anchored to the wall and place it in an area that children cannot
access. Contact Home Depot at 800-466-3337 for a full refund with free chest pick-up.

Aura and Silas 3-Drawer Chests
Hazard: The recalled chests are unstable if they are
not anchored to the wall, posing serious tip-over and
entrapment hazards that can result in death or injuries to
children.
This recall includes Safavieh, Aura and Silas 3-drawer
chests with light gray drawers and light gray linen finish
(Model Number CHS6410B), champagne drawers and
mirror finish (Model Number CHS6403A), and steel teal
drawers with mirror finish (Model Number CHS6403C).
Each chest is about 32 inches wide, 16 inches deep and 29
inches tall. These were sold online for between $240 and $360.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using any recalled chest that is not properly
anchored to the wall and place it in an area that children cannot access. Contact Safavieh at
866-422-9070 to receive packaging and pre-paid shipping labels so consumers can remove the
chest’s drawer slides and return them to the firm for a full refund.
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Pier 1 Desk Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s legs can break, posing fall and injury hazards.
This recall involves five collections of Pier 1 upholstered swivel desk chairs. The adjustable
chairs have a base with five wheels and were sold in various colors. Pier 1, China, the model
number and the manufacture date code in MMYYYY format are printed on a label located on
the underside of the seats. They were manufactured from April 2019 through September 2019.
The following chair collections and model numbers are included in the recall:
Collection
Brennon

Corinne
Devon
Emille

Hourglass

Model
Number
3218728
3595783
4131834
2855272
3787830
3218730
3600041
3606218
4133680
4133692
4133727
3030877
3232879
3232894
3232931
3707849

Color
Natural
Turquoise
Brown (Bomber)
Ivory
Natural
Natural (Flax)
Navy blue
Gray
Navy blue (Velvet ink)
Light green (Velvet
eucalyptus)
Off white (Velvet dove)
Natural (Flax)
Light gray (Mist)
Gray
Turquoise
Gray (Velvet gray)

These chairs were sold at Pier 1 stores nationwide and online at www.Pier1.com for between
$260 and $450.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled desk chairs immediately and contact Pier
1 at 855-513-5140 to receive a free repair kit, including shipping.
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Stand2Learn Stools
Hazard: The foot support on the stool was improperly welded and can
break, posing a fall hazard to consumers.
This recall involves adjustable-height stools designed for students of any
age. The height ranges from 19 to 33 inches. The gray steel stools have
a black padded seat, four stabilizing cross-bars supporting the legs and
adjustable footpads for leveling. The model number 42058 is located
underneath the seat, and the UPC code is 8-13866-02360-7 is printed
on the packaging. These stools were sold in stores and online for about
$95.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the stools and contact VARIDESK at
855-624-4977 for a full refund.

Bordo and Bordo XL Concrete Dining Tables
Hazard: The table legs can become unsteady when moved, causing the table to collapse,
posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves the Bordo and Bordo XL dining tables. The concrete dining tables
measure 84 inches long by 40 inches wide and 29.5 inches tall for the regular sized table and
107.5 inches long by 40 inches wide and 29.5 inches tall for the XL sized table. All Bordo
tables are white and are included in the recall.
SKU #
668603
342922

Model Name
BORDO CONCRETE DINING TABLE I
BORDO XL CONCRETE TABLE

These tables were sold at CB2 stores nationwide and online at www.CB2.com for about $1,500
(Bordo dining table) and about $2,300 (Bordo XL dining table).
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tables and contact CB2 at
800-451-8217 for instructions on how to receive a full refund.
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Household Goods
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Westinghouse Dual Fuel Portable Generators
Hazard: The recalled portable generators can leak fuel, posing a fire and burn hazard.
This recall involves Westinghouse WGen5300DFv Dual
Fuel Portable Generators and Westinghouse iGen4500DF
Dual Fuel Inverter Portable Generators with manufacture
dates from October 2019 through December 2019. The
dual fuel generators can run on gasoline or propane.
Affected units will have one of the following serial numbers,
which can be found on the unit’s back panel (the “x” fields
are specific to individual units): 04511A1019xxxxxxxxx
04511A1219xxxxxxxxx 5311A1219xxxxxxxxx. These
generators were sold at Sam’s Club stores nationwide and
online. The generators were sold for between $450 and $1,050, depending on the model.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact
MWE Investments at 855-944-4796 to arrange for a free repair.

Organic Aromas Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
This recall involves Organic Aromas Wintergreen Essential Oil in amber
glass bottles with white or black caps. The product is packaged in 10mL,
30mL, and 50mL sizes. The firm name “Organic Aromas,” the firm’s logo,
and “Wintergreen Pure Essential Oil,” along with the volume amounts
are printed on the white label. A 2mL size that was sold as part of a set of
sample sizes of assorted oils and called the “Discovery Collection,” is also
subject to this recall. “WNTRGRN” is printed on a green label on the cap
with the firm’s logo on the side of the package. These oils were sold online
at www.organicaromas.com for between $12 and $84.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children and contact Organic Aromas at 800-369-5764 for store credit of the original
purchase price or a replacement with any other essential oil of choice in the same size as the
original purchase.
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Patio 2-Burner Propane Gas Grills with Side Shelves
Hazard: The grill’s plastic regulator hose can melt and catch fire, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Royal Gourmet Patio 2-Burner
deluxe gas grills. The grill has a porcelain cast
iron firebox that houses two stainless steel
burners delivering 24,000 total BTUs and two
shelves. The model numbers of the recalled units
are GG2004, GG2005, and GG2006 with date
codes EBA20170525D-1, EBA20170525D-2, and
EBA20170525D-3. The recalled gas grills include
Model Number GG2004 in red color, GG2005 in
black color and GG2006 in silver color. The model
numbers can be found on the rear base of the gas
grills. These grills were sold exclusively online at
www.Wayfair.com for about $240.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled grill and contact Royal
Gourmet at 800-618-6798 for a free accessory repair kit.

LEDU Model L283MB Black Fluorescent Computer Task
Lamps
Hazard: The tape used to contain wire components
within the lamps case housing can overheat and melt,
posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves the LEDU Black Matte Fluorescent
Computer Task Lamps Model L283MB. The lamp case
housing measures approximately 3.5 inches in height and
1.5 inches in width and 1.875 inches in depth. The model number is printed on the packaging.
UL E157718 CSA LL101497 Type SPT-2 is printed on the black coating of the electrical cord.
The UPC code 072743000487 can be found on the package. These lamps were sold in stores
and online nationwide for about $136.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the recalled lamp and
contact Advantus at 800-284-5577 to arrange for a full refund.
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Calmer Solutions Wintergreen Gautheria Procumdens
Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 100 mL Calmer Solutions Wintergreen Essential Oil in
amber glass bottles with black continuous thread closures. The black and green
label includes the Calmer Solutions logo, product name, and the volume size of
the bottle. The UPC code 5052211006321 is located on the left side of the label.
These oils were sold online at www.Amazon.com for about $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children. Amazon will send the emails to the email address associated with the Amazon
account that purchased the product with instructions on how to receive a full refund.

Birch Sweet Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 50 mL Mystic Moments Birch Sweet Essential Oil in amber
glass bottles with black continuous thread closures. The blue label includes the
product name and the volume size of the bottle. These oils were sold online at
www.Amazon.com for about $9.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children. Amazon will send the emails to the email address associated with the Amazon
account that purchased the product with instructions on how to receive a full refund.
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SODA SENSE CO2 Canisters
Hazard: A valve in the canister can break, allowing CO2 to forcefully eject the
top valve, posing an injury hazard to consumers.
This recall involves type 2 SODA SENSE 0.6 liter CO2 canisters sold through
the SODA SENSE mail order exchange program. The metal cylinder canisters
are silver with a black cap. The SODA SENSE logo appears on the front
of each canister. Only those cylinders with two (2) indented rings on the
bottom are the subject of this recall. These canisters were sold online at
www.SodaSense.com for about $21.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled canisters and
contact SODA SENSE at 855-209-4997 to receive a free replacement canister,
including shipping.

Three-Wick Halloween Candles
Hazard: The candle’s high flames can ignite the surface of the
wax, posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Pier 1 Imports’ three-wick Halloween
candles in the scents ‘Scary Black Cherry’ and ‘Death by
Chocolate.’ The SKU for candles in the scent Scary Black
Cherry is 4122285, and the SKU for the Death by Chocolate
scent is 4122298. The SKU number is printed on the bottom
label of each candle. These candles were sold at Pier 1 Imports
stores nationwide, and online at www.Pier1.com for between
$10 and $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled candles and carefully cut all
three wicks as short as possible to prevent other consumers from being able to use the candle.
Consumers should then discard the product in their household trash.
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REVIVE Sore No More, Ache Away, and Breeze Essential Oil
Blends; and REVIVE Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as required by the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves REVIVE Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils and REVIVE Sore No More,
Ache Away and Breeze Essential Oil Blends in 10 mL amber glass bottles with black caps.
“REVIVE,” “Birch, “Wintergreen,” “Sore No More,” “Ache Away,” and “Breeze” are printed on
the labels. The product name, lot number, and volume amount are displayed on the label.
Product
Wintergreen Essential Oil
Birch Essential Oil
Sore No More Essential Oil Blend
Ache Away Essential Oil Blend
Breeze Essential Oil Blend

Lot Numbers
009807, 892810, 8322, 8315, 8334,
8358, 8407, 8720
8322, 8321, 8334, 8359, 8500, 0033,
8383
8320, 8328, 8337, 8353, 8362, 8373,
8405
348808, 8314, 8322, 8333, 8353,
8385, 8506, 8370
8323, 8500, 8385, 8353, 8321

These oils were sold exclusively online at www.REVIVE-EO.com for between $8 and $32.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the products in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact REVIVE at 800-413-0360 for a free child-resistant replacement cap.

Moravian Star Lights
Hazard: The lights lack adequate minimum wire size and
overcurrent protection, posing fire and electrical shock hazards to
consumers.
This recall involves a single style of Moravian star lights, including
those with incandescent and LED bulbs. The lights are a white
multi-pointed star designed to hang from a ceiling. Moravian Stars
were sold in two sizes, 12’ and 21”. The exterior boxes were either
red, green, or blue. These lights were sold online for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the light and contact Hercules at
800-626-8807, ext. 4340 for a free repair kit.
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X-14 Mildew Stain Remover
Hazard: Pressure can build up inside the bottle and cause it to fall over
and leak, posing a risk of skin irritation.
This recall involves includes only the 16- and 32-ounce bottles of X-14
Mildew Stain Remover. The recalled bottles have a lot code between
20052 O and 20127 O, which can be found on the back of the bottle. X-14
Mildew Stain Remover is a bathroom cleaning product used to remove
mildew and stains from grout, tile, vinyl, and plastic surfaces. X-14
Mildew Stain Remover is printed on the front of the blue plastic spray
bottle.
Bottle Size
Lot Code on Back of Bottle
UPC
16 ounce
20052 O – 20063 O
041737260015
32 ounce
20062 O – 20127 O
041737260763
This stain remover was sold in stores nationwide and online for between $4 and $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled X-14 Mildew Stain Remover
and contact WD-40 at 877-598-5726 Company for instructions on how to dispose of the
product or return it to receive a full refund.

Bio Source Naturals Wintergreen and Birch Sweet Essential
Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as
required by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of
poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Bio Source Naturals Wintergreen and Birch
Sweet Essential Oils in amber glass bottles with white or black caps.
The essential oils were sold in 0.5 fl. oz. (15 mL), 1 fl. oz. (30 mL),
2 fl. oz. (60 mL), and 4 fl. oz. (120 mL). “Birch (Sweet),” “Betula
lenta,” “Wintergreen,” the Bio Source Naturals logo and the volume
amounts are printed on the green and white labels. These oils were
sold online for between $5 and $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the products in a safe location out of reach
of children and contact Bio Source Naturals at 877-577-8223 for a full refund. Bio Source
Naturals is directly notifying all known purchasers about the recall.
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Valor H5 Gas Fireplace
Hazard: Delayed ignition due to pilot degradation can
cause gas in the fireplace to accumulate prior to burner
ignition. When ignition takes place, it can cause the
glass window to shatter, posing burn and laceration
hazards.
This recall involves two models of Valor H5 propane gas
fireplaces: Model 1150ILP with serial number ranging
from 20001 through 20365 and model 1150JLP with
serial number ranging from 20366 through 21502. The
recalled fireplaces were sold in seven different trim and
front options with a log set and a mesh barrier screen that was installed in front of the glass.
The fireplaces are a fully enclosed rectangular sheet metal box with a glass front. The exhaust
is vented to the outside through a ventilation duct. The model number and serial number are
printed on a rating sheet behind the trim.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fireplaces and contact their
Valor fireplace retailer or contractor to schedule a free repair.

Prestige Solo & Prestige Excellence Condensing Gas Boilers
Hazard: Flue gas can escape from the gas boilers if the vent adapter
is not securely reattached to the boiler after maintenance or repair,
posing a carbon monoxide poisoning hazard to consumers.
This recall involves 22 models of the Prestige Solo & Prestige
Excellence condensing gas boilers manufactured between November
2011 and October 2019, for residential and light commercial use.
These wall-hung condensing gas boilers are housed in a white metal
box. The name “Prestige” is printed on the white front panel and on
the outside of the cardboard packing box. You can identify whether
you have an affected boiler using the firm’s “how to” document at
www.triangletube.com. The boilers included in this recall have the following serial number
ranges:
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Product Name Models by
Prefix
Prestige Solo – PT 60, PT110,
Prefix: PT
PT 110LP,
PT175, PT250,
PT399,
PT399HP
Prestige Solo – PA80, PA110,
Prefix: PA
PA155, PA175,
PA250, PA299,
PA399
Prestige
PTE 110
Excellence –
Prefix: PTE or
PTEA
PEA 110
Prestige
PEB2 110
Excellence –
Prefix: PEA or
PEB2
Prestige Solo – PB80, PB110,
Prefix: PB
PB155, PB175,
PB250, PB299,
PB399

Serial Number Range located on
Boiler Rating Label
PT0000110 through PT0053776
or
PTA002645 through PTA09800
or
AE1100 through AE1239
PA044928 through PA139939

Date of
Manufacture
November 2011
through December
2015

PTE0000568 through PTE053690
and
PTEA002889 through
PTEA003086
PEA078169 through PEA143958
and
PEB2157356 through PEB2159813

November 2011
through December
2015

PB2152110 through PB2163489

April 2019 through
October 2019

January 2016
through March 2019

January 2016
through March 2019

These boilers were sold and installed nationwide for between $3,400 and $9,700.
Remedy: Consumers with recalled boilers should immediately contact Triangle Tube at 877574-5036 to schedule a free repair. Consumers who continue using the boilers while awaiting
repair should have working carbon monoxide alarms on each level of their homes and outside
sleeping areas. Consumers who do not have a carbon monoxide alarm can contact Triangle
Tube to have one shipped to them free of charge.
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Nature’s Oil Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as required
by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the
contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Nature’s Oil Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils in
amber glass bottles with black caps and silver metal cans with white caps.
The essential oils were sold in 0.33 fl. oz. (10 mL), 0.5 fl. oz. (15 mL), 2 fl. oz.
(60 mL), 16 fl. oz. (473 mL), and 5 pound (2.25 L). “Nature’s Oil,” “Organic,”
“Wintergreen Oil,” “Birch Oil,” the Nature’s Oil logo and the volume amount
are printed on the brown, green and white labels. The SKU is printed on the
right side of the label.
Product Name
Size
Nature’s Oil Wintergreen Essential Oils 10 mL
15 mL
60 mL
473 mL
2.25 L

Nature’s Oil Birch Essential Oils

15 mL
60 mL
473 mL
2.25 L

SKU
WintergreenEOORG10ml
D-169-eo-390
D-172-eo-394
23-0048-001
D-170-eo-391
D-173-eo-395
23-0048-002
D-171-eo-392
D-174-eo-396
23-0048-003
23-0048-004
fill room-Wintergreen5lb
fill room-Wintergreen
(Commercial Grade)5lb
D-238-eo-30
D-239-eo-31
D-240-eo-32
fill room-BirchSweet5lb

These oils were sold online for between $4 and $550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the products in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Bulk Apothecary at 888-728-7612 for a full refund.
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Home Accents Holiday Artificial Christmas Trees
Hazard: The Christmas tree’s foot-pedal controller can overheat, posing a burn hazard.
This recall involves mode-switching foot-pedal controllers included with 2019 Home Accent
Holiday 7.5 ft. and 9 ft. artificial pine Christmas trees. Model numbers and SKU NUMBERS
can be found on the product label on the Christmas tree’s cord; recalled numbers are listed in
the following table:
Model No.
W14N0127
W14N0157
W14N0126
W14N0149
W14N0148

SKU No.
1004391988
1004147107
1004363928
1004213736
1004363929
1004213737
1004213744
1004213742

These trees were sold exclusively at Home Depot for between $80 and $360.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the foot-pedal controller, dispose of it
and contact Willis Electric at 866-210-5958 for free replacement foot pedal controller.

BioMed Balance Wintergreen and Birch Tar Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as
required by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of
poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves BioMed Wintergreen and Sweet Birch
Essential Oils in blue and glass 30 mL bottles, respectively,
with black caps. “BioMed Balance” and “Organic WinterGreen”
or “Organic Birch Tar” are printed on the label. The UPC
code is located on the left side of the label; included codes are
812949003710 and 812949003833. These oils were sold online for
between $7 and $11.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact BioMed Balance at 206-763-1086 for a full refund.
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Greenpan SimmerLite Dutch Ovens
Hazard: The lid on the Dutch oven can explode while it is inside
the oven, posing injury and burn hazards to the consumer.
This recall involves the Greenpan Simmerlite Dutch Oven
with Lid. The product was sold in six sizes, 3.5Q-7.0Q, and
two colors: Black Metallic and Smokey Sky Blue. The top of
the lid says “THE DUTCH OVEN” and “GREENPAN.” The
bottom of the lid states “Dishwasher Safe. The Dutch Oven
Designed and Engineered in Belgium.” The UPC code is printed on the bottom of the box
under the barcode; recalled UPC codes include 885837016505, 885837016512, 85837016529,
885837017922, 885837017939, and 885837019681. These were sold online and in kitchen
stores nationwide for between $100 and $170.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled Dutch ovens immediately and contact
Cookware Company at 877-926-6526 for a full refund or a free replacement glass lid.

Wintergreen, Sweet Birch, Super Soother Blend, and Breathe
Deep Blend
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant packaging as
required by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if
the contents are swallowed by children.
This recall involves Wintergreen, Sweet Birch, Super Soother Blend and Breath
Deep Blend Pure Essential Oils in amber glass bottles with black continuous
thread closures. The white and green/blue label includes the Ananda Apothecary
logo, product name, and the volume size of the bottle. The table lists the volume
sizes for the products and lot numbers which is listed on the top left corner of
the label. These oils were sold online for between $2 and $100.
Pure Essential Oils
Wintergreen
Sweet Birch
Super Soother Blend
Breathe Deep Blend

Volume Sizes (mL)
0.5, 10, 30, 60, 120
0.5, 10, 30, 60, 120
5, 10, 30
10, 30

Lot Numbers
SAK138WIN, SAG019WIN, SAL249WIN
PEC199BIR
BLB259SSR, BLF059SSR, BLJ089SSR
BLB089BRD, BLE289BRD, BLH279BRD,
BLJ239BRD, BLL059BRD

Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children. All known purchasers will receive a full refund for the sample size (0.5 mL) or be
sent a free replacement child-resistant closure for the all other sizes.
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Simplers Botanicals Organic Wintergreen (Gaultheria
Fragrantissiam) Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Simplers Botanicals Organic Wintergreen (Gaultheria
Fragrantissiam) Essential Oil in 5 mL amber bottles with white continuous
thread closure. The blue and white label on the front of the bottle displays the
Simplers Botanicals logo, product name and volume. A bar code on the back
of the bottle includes the UPC code 617626625472. Products manufactured
after January 2019, have a white push and turn closure that is child resistant.
These oils were sold in stores nationwide for about $9.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children. Contact Nutraceutical Corporation at 800-669-8877 for instructions on how to
dispose of the product and receive a full refund.

Silvercrest Bread Makers
Hazard: The bread maker’s lid can become energized, posing an electric shock hazard.
This recall involves Lidl’s Silvercrest bread maker. It is a rectangular shaped white and silver
appliance. The bread maker has an electronic display,
buttons, and a lid on the top. Affected units have
IAN 319996, IAN 304926, or IAN 295433 on a sticker
on the bottom of each machine and on the product
packaging. “Silvercrest” is imprinted on the front of the
machine. The UPC is printed on the product packaging.
IAN:
319996
304926
295433

UPC:
4056232629744
4251127311401
4251127307961

These bread makers were sold in stores and online for between $24 and $70.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the bread maker and return
it to their nearest Lidl store or call 844-747-5435 for a full refund.
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Miracle Botanicals Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Miracle Botanicals Wintergreen Essential Oil and Birch
Essential Oil in 5 mL, 10 mL and 30 mL amber glass bottles with black caps.
“Miracle Botanicals,” “Sweet Birch,” and “Wintergreen” are printed on the white
label. Each bottle displays the product name. These oils were sold online for
between $8 and $19.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the products in a safe location out of reach of
children. Contact Miracle Botanicals at 888-665-7719 for a free child-resistant replacement cap.

GloryBee Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves GloryBee Wintergreen Essential Oil in amber glass
bottles with black caps. The essential oils were sold in 0.5 fl. oz. (15 mL),
1 fl. oz. (30 mL), 4 fl. oz. (118 mL) and 16 fl. oz. (473 mL). “Wintergreen,”
“Gaultheria procumbens,” “100% Pure Undiluted,” the GloryBee logo
and the volume amount are printed on the brown labels. The lot numbers
for the recalled products are printed on the front of the label. The UPC
codes are located next to the barcode. These oils were sold online and at
specialty stores nationwide for between $4 and $57.
Size

Product # UPC Code

Lot Numbers

15 mL

19831

3004244255

MG0101255, MG0100449

30 mL

19832

3004244256

MG0100456, MG0101256, MG0114984, MG0115834,
MG0117772, MG0122440, MG0126997, MG0129053,
MG0130989, MG0131370

118 mL

19833

3004244257

MG0100464, MG0101258, MG0120174, MG0130988,
MG0131369

473 mL

19834

3004244258

MG0100471, MG0101259, MG0120175, MG0130987,
MG0131368

Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact GloryBee at 888-240-4525 for a free child-resistant replacement cap or
store credit.
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Pranarom Wintergreen Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Pranarom wintergreen (Gaultheria fragrantissima)
essential oils in .17 fl. oz. (5 mL) amber glass bottles with white caps with
the UPC code 8-59493-01067-2 and lot numbers 99WI1233016BNv2 and
OF31274v2. The white label on the bottle displays the Pranarom logo, product
name and the volume amount of the bottle. The UPC is located on the back of
the label. The lot number is printed next to the UPC on the bottle and on the
bottom of the product packaging. These oils were sold in stores and online for
about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately dispose of the product and contact Pranarom at
800-596-9658 for a free replacement product.

Cub Scout Activity Pins
Hazard: The pin’s face and shaft contain levels of lead that exceed the
federal lead content ban. Lead is toxic if ingested by young children
and can cause adverse health issues.
This recall involves Boy Scouts of America’s Cub Scout outdoor
activity pins. The rhomboid-shaped pin is silver with a gold animal
paw painted on a blue background. These were sold by Boy Scouts
of America retail stores and authorized distributors nationwide and
online at www.scoutshop.org for about $1.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled pin away from children and return
the pin to any Boy Scouts of America retail store or contact Boy Scout of America’s National
Distribution Center at 800-323-0736 for a full refund, including shipping, or a merchandise
credit.
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Edens Garden 100% Pure Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 100% Pure Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils in amber
glass bottles with black caps. The essential oils were sold in 5 mL, 10 mL, 30 mL
and 4 fl. oz. The volume amount of the bottle is printed on the label. The Edens
Garden logo is printed in black and the product name is printed in white. These
oils were sold online for between $6 and $70.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product out of reach of children in a safe
location and contact Edens Garden at 833-301-5639 for a free replacement child resistant cap.

Charging Cable for Relay Screenless Communication Devices
Hazard: The charging cable can overheat and
partially melt, posing a burn hazard.
The recalled charging cables were sold individually
and with some Relay Screenless Communication
devices. The cables are three feet long with a USB
Type-A male connector on one end and a charging
head on the opposite end. The charging head has a
5 pin pattern (5 in-line “pogo” pins) that allows it to
charge Republic’s Relay device. The charging head
has a magnet that aids in mating the pins on the
charging head with the contacts on the device. Affected charging cables do not have the Relay
logo on the back of the portion of the charging head that connects to the Relay device. This
recall only applies to cables sold with some Relay devices and cables sold separately from May
2018 through May 2019. After October 2018, Relay devices were manufactured and packaged
with cables containing additional circuitry in the charging head to address the overheating
risk. These devices were sold in stores and online for between $49 to $100. The individual
cables were sold for about $15.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled charging cables and contact
Republic Wireless at 833-832-0053 for a free replacement charging cable.
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Rainbow SRX Vacuums
Hazard: The circuit board on the vacuum can spark,
posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall only covers the Rainbow SRX water-based
filtration vacuum cleaner with model number RHCS19
Type 120 and a Serial Number that falls within the
range 22003399 through 22077889. The vacuum is
predominantly black with blue trim and rubber trim
around the base. The “SRX” logo is located on the right
and left front panels of the vacuum. There is a clear
water basin at the base of the vacuum. These vacuums
were sold for about $3,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and
stop using their affected SRX vacuum and contact an
authorized Rainbow distributor for a free repair.

Indiglow LED T8 Lamps
Hazard: The recalled lamps can overheat causing the glass tube to fall and strike those
standing nearby, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Ushio America’s
Indiglow LED T8 backlight lamps,
with a 4ft. tube. The lamps are
direct drop-in replacements for
30W and 32W T8 fluorescent tubes.
The firm name USHIO and brand
name Indiglow are on the lamp. The
manufacturing date code is imprinted
on the silver aluminum end cap of the lamp indicated by 16xx or 17xx. These bulbs were sold
in stores and online for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using Ushio America T8 Indiglow LED lamps
and contact the firm at 800-838-7446 for a full refund or a free replacement lamp.
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Edwards Mechanical Heat Detectors
Hazard: The recalled heat detectors can fail to
activate in reaction to rising temperatures, posing a
risk of failure to alert consumers to a fire.
This recall involves mechanical heat detectors used
indoors to detect elevated temperatures as part of
professionally installed fire detection systems for
residential homes and businesses. In residential
settings, this product is installed in kitchens, attics
and garages for property protection. The recalled
heat detectors do not detect smoke or make an audible sound, but rather act as sensors that
trigger fire alarms or security panels when elevated heat is detected. The heat detectors can
be mounted to walls or ceilings and are labeled with “135F” and “NOT A LIFE SAFETY
DEVICE.” The recalled units are the following: 281B-PL, 283B-PL, 104-13, 104-15, 1EYC2,
1EYC4, 281B-20pkg-OEM-UTCO1, 281B-20pkg-OEM-UTC20, 281B-OEM-UTC01,
283B-20pkg-OEM-UTC01, 73340U, 73342U, AI281B, AI283B, and 281A. These detectors
were sold for between $6 to $7 per unit.
Remedy: Consumers who use the product in life-safety applications permitted by code or in
residential attics or residential garages should immediately contact a fire or security alarm
professional for free replacement and installation of the heat detector.

31 Medique Over-the-Counter Drugs from the Product Lines:
Medi-First, Medi-First Plus, Medique, Dover, Otis Clapp, and
Ecolab
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant
as required by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing
a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
The recall involves 31 different over-the-counter drugs
purchased from the following brands: Medi-First, MediFirst Plus, Medique, Dover, Otis Clapp, and Ecolab. The 31
different recalled products are listed in the table below:
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Drug

Package Type

Medi-First Non-Aspirin Acetaminophen
Medi-First Extra Strength Non-Aspirin
Acetaminophen

acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (500 mg)

2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
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Product

Drug

Package Type

Medi-First Sinus Pain & Pressure
Medique APAP
Medique Extra Strength APAP
Medique Back Pain-Off
Medique CCP Caffeine Fee
Medi-First Cold Relief
Medique Cramp Tabs
Medique Decorel Forte Plus
Medique Medicidin-D
Dover Aminofen
Otis Clapp Back Quell
Otis Clapp Mygrex
Otis Clapp Valihist
Medi-First Pain Relief Extra Strength

acetaminophen (500 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (500 mg)
acetaminophen (250 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (200 mg)
acetaminophen (500 mg)
acetaminophen (325 mg)
acetaminophen (110 mg)
aspirin (162 mg)
acetaminophen (250 mg)
aspirin (250 mg)
acetaminophen (250 mg)
aspirin (250 mg)
aspirin (325 mg)
aspirin (325 mg)
aspirin (325 mg)
diphenhydramine (25 mg)
ibuprofen (200 mg)
ibuprofen (200 mg)
ibuprofen (200 mg)
lidocaine (0.9 grams)
lidocaine HCl (2%)
lidocaine (4%)
lidocaine (0.9 grams)
loperamide HCl (2 mg)
naproxen sodium (220 mg)

2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet

Medi-First Plus Pain Zappers
Medique Pain-Off
Medi-First Aspirin
Medi-First Plus Aspirin
Medique Aspirin
Medique Diphen
Medi-First Ibuprofen
Medique I-Prin
Dover Addaprin
Medi-First Burn Cream with Lidocaine
Medi-First Burn Spray
Medi-First Blood Clotting Spray
Ecolab Burn Cream
Medique Diamode
Medique Mediproxen

2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
1 tablet packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
2 tablets packet
packets
2 oz bottle
3 oz bottle
packets
1 tablet packet
1 tablet packet

These over-the-counter products were sold exclusively on www.Amazon.com for between $2
and $59.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the recalled products in a safe location out of
reach of children and contact Medique at 800-680-2474 for information on how to dispose of
the product and receive a full refund.
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Davina Wintergreen Essential Oil and Davina Kneads Relief
Sore Muscle Blend
Hazard: The packaging of the products is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Davina Wintergreen Essential Oil and Davina Kneads
Relief Sore Muscle Blend bottles with black continuous thread closures. The
wintergreen essential oil includes the 10 mL size and the blend includes 2 mL,
5 mL and 10 mL sizes. The blend was also sold in kits. The black label on the
front of each bottle displays the Davina logo, product name, and the volume
amount of the bottle. These oils were sold online for between $5 and $11.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children. Contact Davina Wellness at 844-328-4629 for a free replacement child-resistant cap.

Emori Wintergreen 100% Pure Essential Therapeutic Grade Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Emori Wintergreen Essential Oil in 10 mL amber glass
bottles with black continuous thread closure. The black label on the front of
each bottle displays the Emori logo, product name with 100% Pure Essential
Therapeutic Grade, and the volume amount of the bottle. These oils were sold
online for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location
out of reach of children. Contact Tim Trading at emoribeauty@gmail.com for instructions on
how to dispose of the product and receive a full refund or replacement with a similar product.

Lochinvar Condensing Residential Boilers
Hazard: The boiler’s flue grommet can deteriorate and dislodge during use and allow the
boiler to emit carbon monoxide, posing a risk of carbon monoxide poisoning.
This recall includes residential condensing boilers, combi boilers and packaged systems sold
after August 2016. The following model numbers are included in the recall. They were sold
under the Lochinvar, A. O. Smith, and State Proline brand names and have serial numbers
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within the range of 103475818 through 115078306. The model number
and serial number can be found on the data plate on the product located
on the unit’s rating plate, which is located either on the outer jacket of
the unit, or on the underside of the removable front jacket plate. The
brand name is printed on the front of each unit. These boilers were sold
for between $8,000 and $25,000, including installation.
Recalled Model Numbers
ACB - ACB110H-N, ACB110H-P, ACB110S-N, ACB110S-P,
ACB150H-N, ACB150H-P, ACB150S-N, ACB150S-P, ACB199H-N, ACB199H-P,
ACB199S-N, ACB199S-P
APN - APN285
EPB - EPB080N, EPB110N, EPB110N-CAN, EPB150N, EPB199N
EPC - EPC110N, EPC110N-CAN, EPC150N, EPC199N
KHB - KHB055L, KHB055N, KHB055N-8647, KHB085L, KHB085N, HB085N-8647,
KHB110L, KHB110N, KHB110N-8647, KHB155L, KHB155N, KHB155N-8647,
KHB199L, KHB199N, HB199N-0030-001, KHB199N-8018, KHB199N-8647,
KHB285L, KHB285L-8647, KHB285N, KHB285N-001, KHB285N-002,
KHB285N-8018, KHB285N-8647, KHB285N-8710, KHB285N-M7
NKB - NKB050L, NKB050L-8647, NKB050N, NKB050N-8647, NKB080L,
NKB080L-8647, NKB080N, NKB080N-8647, NKB110L, NKB110L-8647,
NKB110N, NKB110N-8647, NKB150L, NKB150L-8647, NKB150N,
NKB150N-8647, NKB199L, NKB199L-8647, NKB199N, NKB199N-8647
NKC - NKC110L, NKC110L-8647, NKC110N, NKC110N-8647, NKC150L,
NKC150L-8647, NKC150N, NKC150N-8647, NKC199L, NKC199L-8647,
NKC199N, NKC199N-8647
SCB - SCB110H-N, SCB110H-P, SCB110S-N, SCB110S-P, SCB150H-N, SCB150H-P,
SCB150S-N, SCB150S-P, SCB199H-N, SCB199H-P, SCB199S-N, SCB199S-P
WHB - WHB055L, WHB055N, WHB055N-8647, WHB085L, WHB085N,
WHB085N-8647, WHB110L, WHB110N, WHB110N-8647, WHB155L, WHB155N,
WHB155N-8018, WHB155N-8647, WHB199L, WHB199N, WHB199N-8018,
WHB199N-8647, WHB285L, WHB285L-8647, WHB285N, WHB285N-0119-001,
WHB285N-8647, WHB285N-M7, WHB399L, WHB399N, WHB399N-0119-001,
WHB399N-0119-002, WHB399N-0119-003, WHB399N/199N-0119-001,
WHB399N-8647, WHB399N-M7
WHL - WHL156-8647, WHL200, WHL286, WHL286-8647
WHN - WHN056, WHN056-8647, WHN086, WHN086-8647, WHN111,
WHN111-8647, WHN156, WHN156-8647, WHN200, WHN200-0119-002,
WHN200-8647, WHN286, WHN286-M7, WHN286-001, WHN286-8647
Remedy: Consumers with the recalled boilers should immediately contact the installer or
a qualified technician to schedule a free repair. Consumers who continue use of the boilers
while awaiting repair should have working carbon monoxide alarms outside of sleeping areas
and on every level of the home.
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Sanvall Rapid Alivio Pain Relieving Roll-On
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Sanvall Rapid Alivio Pain Relieving Roll-On in a 3 fl. oz
(88.5 mL) white plastic bottle with a white cap and a red, white and blue label.
“Rapid Alivio,” “Maximum Strength Pain Relieving Liquid,” and “Para Dolor
Muscular” are printed on the label. Lot numbers 18032201, 18032301, 19040501,
or 19052801 are printed on the bottom of the bottle. UPC code 605100014225 is
printed on the side of the label. These were sold in stores for about $6.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the pain-relieving roll-on in a
safe location out of reach of children and contact Sanvall Enterprises at 305-887-1090 for a
full refund.

Simply Earth Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Simply Earth Wintergreen Essential Oil in 15 mL amber glass
bottles with black caps. “Simply Earth” and “Wintergreen” are printed on the
green and white label on each bottle. The Simply Earth logo and volume amount
of the bottle are printed on the label. The UPC 816337020464 is printed on the
bottom of the outer package. These were sold in stores and online for about $12.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Simply Earth at 866-330-8165 for a free child-resistant replacement cap.
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Viva Doria Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Viva Doria Wintergreen Essential Oil in a 30mL (1 fl. oz.)
amber glass bottle with a black euro dropper cap. The UPC code 638037993110
is listed on the product label, under the bar code. The green label on the front of
each bottle displays the Viva Doria logo, product name, and the volume amount
of the bottle. These oils were sold online for about $10.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out
of reach of children. Contact Viva Doria at 800-640-3753 for instructions on how to dispose
the product and receive a full refund.

Aromatics International Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Aromatics International Wintergreen Essential Oil in 5 mL,
15 mL, 30 mL, and 100 mL glass amber bottes with a black continuous thread
cap. The bottles have a white label with the firm’s green logo on the front. UPC
codes are listed on the 5 mL (817697021443) and 15 mL (817697021375) along
the bar code. The batch numbers WIN-104 and WIN-105 are listed on a sticker
located on the cap. These oils were sold online for between $9 and $66.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Aromatics International at 888-234-9641 for a free replacement childresistant cap.
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Organic Pure Oil Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 4 fl. oz (118 mL) amber glass bottles with black dropper cap
of Organic Pure Oil Wintergreen Essential Oil. The green and pink label on each
bottle displays “Organic Pure Oil,” “Wintergreen,” “Gaultheria Procumbens.” The
volume amount of the bottle is printed on the label. The Organic Pure Oil logo and
product name are printed in green. UPC code 731525205594 can be found in the
online listing for the product. These oils were sold online for between $29 and $32.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Organic Pure Oil at 657-600-8100 for a full refund.

Jade Bloom Wintergreen and Birch Sweet Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
This recall involves 1 mL, 10 mL, 60 mL and 120 mL amber glass bottles of Jade
Bloom Wintergreen Essential Oil and 10 mL green glass bottles of Birch Sweet
Essential Oil with black caps. The bottle’s label displays the Jade Bloom logo,
product name and the volume amount of the bottle. SKU 2938223 can be found
on the cap of the Wintergreen Essential Oil and UPC code 641990784039 under
the bar code. UPC 641990784084 can be found under the bar code of the Birch
Sweet Essential Oil. These oils were sold online for between $6 to $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children. Contact Jade Bloom at 844-787-3645 for instructions on how to dispose of the
products and receive a full refund or a store credit.
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Poppin’ Cobs 10 Pack Microwave Popcorn
Hazard: The popcorn’s paper bag can catch fire in the microwave,
posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves Poppin’ Cobs 10 pack of microwave popcorn on
the cob. The popcorn is packaged in a brown box with a black top
with 10 Poppin’ Cobs individually wrapped and 10 brown bags for
popping. Only boxes with date codes 042121 on the back of the box
are included in the recall.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
Poppin’ Cobs 10 Pack Microwave Popcorn and contact the firm to
receive free replacement bags. Consumers can order the replacement bags online at
https://www.poppincobs.com/products/replacement-bags.

Hampton Bay, Patriot Lighting and Paradise Light Kits with
Sterno Home LED Power Supplies
Hazard: The path lights have a defective Sterno Home
LED power supply that has a plug blade that can
remain in the AC outlet when the power supply is
pulled from the outlet, posing a risk of electric shock.
This recall involves Hampton Bay, Patriot Lighting and
Paradise light kits sold with Sterno Home LED power
supplies. The power supplies alter the voltage going
through the light circuit. “Hampton Bay,” “Patriot
Lighting,” and “Paradise” are printed on the rating
label of the lights. These lights were sold at hardware
stores nationwide and for between $50 and $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled path lights and contact
Sterno Home at 888-867-6095 to receive a free replacement LED power supply and
installation instructions.
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Power Adapters Sold with Epson Scanners
Hazard: The power adapters can overheat, melt
and catch fire, posing burn and fire hazards.
This recall involves the power adapter sold with
Epson V-series (V30/V33/V37/V300/V330/V370)
scanners. The recalled adapters are black with a
power cord that connects to the scanner and to
an electrical outlet. “EPSON” and internal part
code “EADP-16CB B” are printed on the label of
the adaptor. These scanners were sold in stores
nationwide and online for between $55 and $80
for the scanner and adapter.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled adapters and contact Epson
at 888-367-2656 to receive a free replacement adapter.

Essential Trading Post Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the products are not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
This recall involves Wintergreen and Birch Essential Oils in amber glass
bottles with black caps. “Essential Trading Post,” “Wintergreen Oil,”
or “Birch Oil” are printed on the green and white label. The essential
oils were sold in 1 dram (4 mL), 0.5 fl. oz (15 mL), 1 fl. oz (30 mL),
2 fl. oz (60 mL), 4 fl. oz (120 mL), 8 fl. oz (240 mL) and 16 fl. oz (480
mL). The volume amount of the bottle is printed on the label. The
Essential Trading Post logo and product name are printed in black.
The SKU is printed on the bottom of the bottle. Recalled SKU codes
include: 731244690954, 731244690961, 731244690978, 731244690985,
731244690992, 731244691005, 731244691012, 731244685639,
731244685646, 731244685653, 731244685660, 731244685677,
731244685684, and 731244685691. These oils were sold online for between $3 and $105.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Essential Trading Post at 774-202-6121 for a full refund.
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Children’s Neck Pillows
Hazard: Paint on the zippers and zipper pulls contains
levels of lead that exceed the federal lead paint ban.
Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause
adverse health effects.
This recall involves four models of children’s neck
pillows in pink, blue, gray, and green plush fabric. The
bar code and Ximi Vogue are printed on a tag sewn into
the side of the pillow. The pillow covers have zippers on
the back. The pillows were sold for about $11.
Item Name
Ximi Vogue children’s pink elephant neck pillow with silver crown
Ximi Vogue children’s gray elephant neck pillow with silver crown
Ximi Vogue children’s blue chick neck pillow with gold crown
Ximi Vogue children’s green dinosaur neck pillow

Bar Code Number
6939837694431
693983769445
6939837694493
6939837694417

Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled children’s neck pillows away from
children and contact Ximi Vogue at 855-XIMI-002 (855-946-4002) for a full refund.

Rechargeable Battery Packs
Hazard: The rechargeable battery packs can short circuit, causing
them to overheat, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This battery pack was sold individually, and also within Classroom
Kits and GoPiGo and BrickPi robotic bundles. It is a 9.6V 2000Ah
NiMH battery pack with Max Charge Current 2A and is wrapped
in black plastic. “Dexter Industries Rechargeable Battery Pack” is
printed on a white label on the battery pack. These battery packs
were sold online for about $38.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the rechargeable battery packs, contact
Modular Robotics at 877-233-6859 for a free replacement battery pack. Safely dispose of the
defective product by following local laws for disposal of the batteries.
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BioFinest Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 1/3 fl. oz (10 mL) and 3.3 fl. oz (100 mL) amber glass
bottles with black caps of BioFinest Wintergreen Essential Oil. The 100 mL
bottles include a dropper. The white label on the bottle displays the BioFinest
logo, product name and the volume amount of the bottle. The UPC codes
759578392443 (10 mL) and 759578392436 (100 mL) are printed on the bottle’s
label. These oils were sold online for about $11.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children. Contact BioFinest at 888-726-5171 for instructions on how to dispose of the product
and receive a full refund.

Dr. Adorable Sweet Birch Essential Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 4.4 fl. oz. (144 mL) and 8 fl. oz. (240 mL) plastic amber
bottles with white flip top lids. The white oval label on the bottle displays the Dr.
Adorable logo, product name and the volume amount of the bottle. These oils
were sold online for about $17.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out
of reach of children and contact Dr. Adorable at 773-808-0950 for a full refund.
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LUS Hair Dryers & Diffusers
Hazard: The hair dryers do not have an immersion
protection device, posing an electrocution or shock hazard if
the dryer falls into water when plugged in.
This recall involves the LUS Dryer & Diffuser. The handheld
hair dryers were sold in white, in a box that also contains a
diffuser. The hair dryers have the model number HD-LUS01
printed under the back end of the hair dryer. The logos “LUS
Brands” and “Love Ur Curls” are located on either side of the
back end of the dryer. These hair dryers were sold online for
between $125 and $144.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using and unplug the hair dryers and contact
LUS at 800-280-1675 for a choice of either a full refund of the purchase price or a $175 store
credit.

Dr. Mercola Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Dr. Mercola Wintergreen Essential Oil in a 1 fl.oz (30 mL)
amber glass bottles with black caps. The Lot codes for the recalled products are
WTG-001-T and WTG-001-U, the UPC code is 813006019729. The Lot codes
are printed on the product label above the UPC code. These oils were sold
online for about $30.
Remedy: Consumers should store the product in a safe location out of reach of children and
contact Natural Health Partners at 877-985-2696 for a free replacement child resistant cap or
a full refund.
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Eiji Essentials Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Wintergreen Essential Oil in a 5 mL amber glass bottle with
a black cap and red and black label. “Eiji,” “Wintergreen,” “100% Pure Essential
Oil,” and the volume amount of the bottle are printed on the label. The Eiji logo is
printed in blue and product name in white. The lot number 6321C is printed on
the bottom of the bottle. These oils were sold online for about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Naturo Sciences at 800-656-0273 for a refund.

Vitamin Shoppe Energy Formula Multivitamins (90 Tablets)
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required
by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if
the contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves The Vitamin Shoppe’s Energy Formula
multivitamins in a white bottle with a blue, white, and gold label. Each
bottle contains 90 tablets and has the code VS-3293 with the lot number
8102351 located on the bottom of the bottle. These vitamins were sold in
Vitamin Shoppe stores nationwide and online for between $15 and $22.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe
location out of reach of children. Contact The Vitamin Shoppe at
866-293-3367 for instructions on how to dispose of the product and receive a refund or
merchandise credit.
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Grower’s Edge Vaporizers
Hazard: The vaporizers can overheat, and the vaporized
materials can pose a burn risk if spilled or cause a fire if they fall
onto a combustible surface. The Deluxe model vaporizer also
poses an electrical shock hazard if a consumer touches a small
copper piece at the base of the vaporizer while in use.
This recall involves the Deluxe and Commercial models of
the Grower’s Edge Vaporizer sold by Hawthorne Hydroponics
LLC for use in hydroponic growing. The Deluxe vaporizer has
a yellow, aluminum body and adjustable vaporizing cup, and
the Commercial model has a stainless-steel plate and adjustable
vaporizing cup. The following model numbers, which are
visible on the packaging, are included in the recall: Model
704050 with UPC 870883005795 and Model 740650 with UPC
870883000608. These vaporizers were sold in gardening stores
nationwide for between $115 and $140.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vaporizers and return them
to the place of purchase for a full refund in the form of store credit.

Miles Glass Pitchers with Wooden Lid
Hazard: The handle on the pitcher can break, posing a laceration
hazard.
The recalled 84 oz. glass Miles Pitcher has a wooden lid and
measures about 9” H x 5” D. The product has a label on the bottom
that reads in part: SKU #444-560, Miles Pitcher Wood Lid, and
Made in China. These pitchers were sold at Crate and Barrel stores
nationwide and online at www.crateandbarrel.com for about $35.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled pitchers
immediately and contact Crate and Barrel at 800-451-8217 for a
full refund and disposal instructions.
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ASSO and ASSOS Sonoma Wall Fan Heaters
Hazard: An internal part of the heater fails to meet flammability
performance requirements, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves ASSO and ASSOS Sonoma wall fan heaters. The
heaters are white, with the Stelpro name on the front. Only heaters
with version or production codes 47-19 or prior are affected by this
recall. The model number and version or production code is located
on the product nameplate that is on the underside of the front cover.
These model numbers are included in the recall: ASSO1501T2TW,
ASSOS1501MW, ASSO1501T2TWBBW, ASSOS1501MWBBW,
ASSO1501T2W, ASSOS1501W, ASSO1501T2WBBW,
ASSOS1501WBBW, ASSO1501WCW, ASSOS1501WCW, ASSO1501WCWBBW,
ASSOS1501WCWBBW, ASSO1502T2TW, ASSOS1502WCW, ASSO1502T2TWBBW,
ASSOS1502WCWBBW, ASSO1502T2W, ASSOS2002MW, ASSO1502T2WBBW,
ASSOS2002MWBBW, ASSO1502WCW, ASSOS2002W, ASSO1502WCWBBW,
ASSOS2002WBBW, ASSO2002T2TW, ASSOS2002WCW, ASSO2002T2TWBBW,
ASSOS2002WCWBBW, ASSO2002T2W, ASSOS2008MW, ASSO2002T2WBBW,
ASSOS2008MWBBW, ASSO2002WCW, ASSOS2008W, ASSO2002WCWBBW,
ASSOS2008WBBW, ASSO2008T2TW, ASSOS2008WCW, ASSO2008T2TWBBW,
ASSOS2008WCWBBW, ASSO2008T2W, ASSO2008T2WBBW, ASSO2008WCW, and
ASSO2008WCWBBW. These were sold for between $140 to $370.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled heaters and contact Stelpro
at 844-783-5776 for information on receiving a free replacement wall fan heater.

Lenox 2.5 Quart Tea Kettles
Hazard: The tea kettles can expel hot water during use, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Continuum’s Lenox-branded 2.5 Quart Whistling
Stainless Steel Tea Kettle with a three-layered bottom. The tea kettles were
sold in a variety of colors, including blue, red, silver, and gold. They have
a stainless-steel flat bottom that measures approximately 7” in diameter
and has a bent edge that extends approximately 1” beyond the flat portion
of the bottom. The brand name Lenox is written on the sides and the
bottom of the kettle. These tea kettles were sold in stores nationwide for
between $30 and $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled tea kettles and contact
Continuum at 800-669-6385 for a full refund if proof of purchase is available. If not,
consumers will be entitled to a refund of $29.99.
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100% Sodium Hydroxide Drain Cleaner
Hazard: The product contains sodium hydroxide. The label on
the product violates the Federal Hazardous Substance Act (FHSA)
by omitting the word “poison” for poisonous chemicals and the
mandatory hazard statement on the front on the packaging.
This recall involves sodium hydroxide drain cleaner sold in a 2-pound
white plastic bottle with a red and black label and includes a childresistant closure. Belle Chemical, Sodium Hydroxide and 100%
Sodium Hydroxide Drain Cleaner are printed on the label. This drain
cleaner was sold in stores and online for between $5 and $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the recalled product in a safe location out of
reach of children and contact Belle Chemical at 877-522-2233 for a free replacement label to
put on the product.

Wyndmere Birch Sweet Essential Oil and Aches and Pains
Synergistic Blend
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
This recall involves Birch Sweet Essential Oil in a 10 mL cobalt blue glass bottle
with a black cap and a yellow label. “Wyndmere,” “Birch Sweet,” “Pure Essential
Oil,” and UPC code 602444000907 are printed on the label. The batch number
12717-65 is printed on the bottom of the bottle in yellow ink. The Aches & Pains
Synergistic Blend was sold in a 10 mL cobalt blue glass bottle with a black cap
and blue label. “Wyndmere,” “Aches & Pains,” “Synergistic Blend,” and UPC code
602444010609 are printed on the label. Batch number 112019-65 is printed on
the bottom of the bottle in yellow ink. These oils were sold in stores and online
between $7 and $12.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach
of children and contact Wyndmere Naturals at 800-207-8538 for a full refund or a free child
resistant replacement cap.
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Sodium Hydroxide, Lye/Caustic Soda and Potassium
Hydroxide, Caustic Potash Ash
Hazard: The products contain sodium hydroxide or
potassium hydroxide which must be in child resistant
packaging as required by the Poison Prevention Packaging
Act (PPPA). The packaging of the products is not child
resistant, posing a risk of chemical burns and irritation
to the skin and eyes. In addition, the label on the product
violates the Federal Hazardous Substance Act (FHSA) by
omitting the word “poison” for poisonous chemicals and the
mandatory hazard statement on the front on the packaging.
This recall involves sodium hydroxide and potassium
hydroxide products that are sold in three sizes: 4 ounce,
8-ounce and 1-pound. The products are labeled as being
used for soaps, cleaners, water treatment, food preparation,
pH buffer and metal dissolution. The potassium hydroxide
products and the 4-ounce and 8-ounce sodium hydroxide products are sold in black
resealable bags; the 1-pound sodium hydroxide product is sold in a white resealable bag. The
sodium hydroxide product is stated as being food grade. These products were sold in stores
and online for between $4 and $16.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the recalled products in a safe location out of
reach of children and contact Belle Chemical at 877-522-2233 for a free replacement childresistant packaging and label to put on the product.

Plant Therapy Wintergreen, Organic Wintergreen, Muscle
Aid Synergy Blend, Tingly Mint Synergy Blend, and Vein Aid
Synergy Blend Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required
by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the
contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves 1/3 fl. oz (10 mL), 1 fl. oz (30 mL), and 3.3 fl. oz (100
mL) amber glass bottles with black caps of Plant Therapy Wintergreen,
Organic Wintergreen, Muscle Aid Synergy Blend, Tingly Mint Synergy
Blend, and Vein Aid Synergy Blend. The label on the front of each bottle
displays the Plant Therapy logo, product name, and the volume amount of
the bottle. The UPC codes are printed on back of the label. These oils were
sold online for between $8 and $40.
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Product Name
Plant Therapy Wintergreen

Size
10 mL
30 mL
100 mL
Plant Therapy Organic Wintergreen
10 mL
30 mL
100 mL
Plant Therapy Muscle Aid Synergy Blend (undiluted) 10 mL
30 mL
100 mL
Plant Therapy Tingly Mint Synergy Blend
10 mL
30 mL
100 mL
Plant Therapy Vein Aid Synergy Blend (undiluted)
10 mL
30 mL
100 mL

UPC Code
610256943879
609224262821
680912011082
680912010061
680912021562
680912000543
610256944296
680912022699
680912010764
680912022842
680912022859
609224263347
680912022903
680912022910
680912010795

Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Plant Therapy at 800-917-6577 for a free replacement child-resistant cap.

Earthsonnets Wintergreen (Gualtheria Procumbens) Essential
Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Earthsonnets Wintergreen (Gualtheria procumbens) Essential
Oil in a 10 mL amber bottle with a black continuous thread cap and euro-dropper.
The label is blue and white with the firm’s logo. These oils were sold online for
about $7.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Earth Sonnets at 801-699-8760 for a free replacement child resistant cap.
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Earthroma’s Wintergreen Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves Earthroma’s Wintergreen Essential oil in amber bottles of 5
mL, 15 mL, and 30 mL. The products include a green and white label with the
firm’s logo. These oils were sold online for between $7 and $14.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact Earthroma at 800-319-9310 for a free replacement child resistant cap.

Sandimmune (cyclosporine capsules, USP) 100 mg Soft Gelatin
Capsules and Neoral (cyclosporine capsules, USP) MODIFIED
100 mg Soft Gelatin Capsules Prescription Drug Blister
Packages
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison Prevention
Packaging Act, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves blister packages of prescription medications Sandimmune® (cyclosporine
capsules, USP) 100 mg soft gelatin capsules and Neoral® (cyclosporine capsules, USP)
MODIFIED 100 mg soft gelatin capsules from Novartis. Packages of Sandimmune 100 mg
contain three blister cards with ten soft gelatin capsules per card and packages of Neoral 100
mg contain five blister cards with six soft gelatin capsules per card. The recalled blister packages
have “Novartis,” the name of the medication, dosage, NDC, lot number and expiration date on
the outer package and on the blister cards. Only 100 mg doses of these medications with the
following NDC and lot numbers and expiration dates are included in this recall:
Recalled Prescription Drugs

NDC Numbers Lot Numbers Expiration Date

Sandimmune® (cyclosporine capsules,
USP) 100 mg soft gelatin capsules

0078-0241-15
0078-0241-61

Neoral® (cyclosporine capsules, USP)
0078-0248-15
MODIFIED 100 mg soft gelatin capsules 0078-0248-61

APCA136
APCA339
APCA793
APCC238
APCA437
APCA979

09/2020
02/2021
01/2022
07/2022
07/2020
03/2021

Remedy: Consumers should immediately secure the product out of the sight and reach of
children and contact the firm at 866-629-6182 to request a free child-resistant pouch in which
to store the blister package medications. Consumers can continue to use the medication as
directed.
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NumbSkin Pain Relief Cream with Lidocaine
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act. The pain relieving cream contains lidocaine,
posing a risk of poisoning to young children if they put it on their skin or
ingest it.
This recall involves NumbSkin pain relief cream with 5% lidocaine. The
topical anesthetic cream was sold in 30 grams in a white with blue tube.
NumbSkin is printed on the tube. Lot 9238 and a date code of 10/2019
through 09/2020 in a MM/YYYY format is embossed on the tub’s thin end.
Batch number 9238 is printed on the product packaging. These creams were
sold online for about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the pain relief cream in a safe location out of
reach of children and contact SeeNext Venture at 844-700-6862 for instructions on how to
dispose or return it and to receive a free replacement similar product with a child-resistant
cap.

Soap Supply Co. Lye, Soap Makers Lye, California Soap Supply,
Combo Pure Solutions, Red Crown High Test Lye, and Boyer
Potassium Hydroxide Flakes
Hazard: The products contain sodium and/or potassium hydroxide
which must be in child resistant packaging as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act (PPPA). The packaging of the products is not
child resistant, posing a risk of chemical burns and irritation to the skin
and eyes.
This recall involves six brands of sodium and potassium hydroxide
products sold in two-pound clear plastic bottles with a continuous
thread closure cap. The products are commonly advertised as being used
for home soapmaking projects and clearing drains. The lot numbers
included in the recall are from 4001 to 9288 and are located on the
bottom of the jar and on the side of the box. The brands included in the recall are: Soap
Supply Co. Lye (yellow label), Soap Makers Lye (green label), California Soap Supply (dark
blue label), Combo Pure Solutions (light blue label), Red Crown High Test Lye (red label), and
Boyer Potassium Hydroxide Flakes (white label). These were sold online for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the recalled products in a safe location out
of reach of children and contact Boyer at 800-323-4030 for a free replacement child-resistant
cap.
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Honda EB2200i, EU2200i, EU2200i Companion and EU2200i
Camo Portable Generators
Hazard: The portable generator’s inverter assembly can short circuit with the presence of salt
water. This causes the unit to smoke or catch fire, posing fire and burn hazards to consumers.
This recall involves Honda EB2200i, EU2200i, EU2200i Companion and EU2200i Camo
portable generators. The recalled portable generators were sold with a red or Camo cover.
The name “HONDA” and the generator model name
are printed on the control panel. The serial number is
located on a lower corner of one of the side panels of the
generator. These generators were sold in stores and online
for between $1,100 and $1,300.
Model Name
EB2200i
EU2200i
EU2200i Companion
EU2200i Camo

Serial Number Range
EAJT-1000001 - 1011342
EAMT-1000001 - 2098790
EAMT-1000001 - 2098790
EAMT-1000001 - 2098790

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact a
local authorized Honda Power Equipment service dealer to schedule a free repair. Consumers
who took part in the previous recall for these generators should also take part in this recall.

Series I Power Adapters for Skylight Digital Photo Frames
Hazard: The power adapter casing can break when
plugged into an electrical outlet, exposing its metal
prongs, posing an electrical shock hazard.
This recall involves the Series I power adapters sold with
Skylight digital photo frames. The power adapters are
black and have a circular indentation on the side. UPC
code 679113611535 can be found on the packaging.
Only the Series I adapters are included in this recall.
These frames were sold in stores and online for about
$160.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled adapters and contact
Skylight at 888-359-4389 for instructions on proper disposal and how to receive a free
replacement adapter.
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ALOCANE Emergency Burn Pads
Hazard: The packaging is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act. The pads contain lidocaine, posing a risk of
poisoning to young children if they were to place the pad in their mouth.
This recall involves the ALOCANE® Emergency Burn Pads (10 count
and 15 count) which come in a white and red box with “MAXIMUM
STRENGTH ALOCANE® Emergency Burn Pads” printed on the front.
The product is an over the counter Gel Infused Pad with lidocaine (4%)
as the active ingredient. The pads are sold in a 10 count box and 15 count
box with the lot numbers 4179, 4180, 4235, 4645, 4646, or 4698 printed
next to the barcode on the box. The UPC number for the affected product
is 8-46241-02448-7 and can be found on the bottom of the box. These
burn pads were sold in store and online for about $9.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled burn pads, store the pads in
a safe location out of reach of children and contact Quest Products at 800-650-0113 to return
the pain relieving pads for a free ALOCANE Emergency Burn Gel 2.5-ounce child resistant
tube or a refund.

WilliamsRDM StoveTop FireStop Rangehood and Microhood
Automatic Cooktop Fire Suppressors
Hazard: The StoveTop FireStop (STFS) Rangehood and Microhood Automatic Cooktop Fire
Suppressors can fail to activate the sealed openings that allow the suppressant powder to feed
out of the canister and suppress the fire.
This recall involves StoveTop FireStop Rangehood
(STFS Rangehood) and Microhood (STFS Microhood)
Automatic Cooktop Fire Suppressors manufactured from
November 7, 2016 to November 13, 2016. The flame
activated, dry chemical powder fire suppression devices
mount over residential cooktop stoves in a vent hood
or underneath a microwave. The STFS Rangehood fire
supressors are silver-colored metal with a red label that states “StoveTop FireStop Rangehood”
and a date code of 4516 is stamped into the top of the can under the magnet assembly. The
STFS Microhood fire supressors have a white plastic housing that the canisters fit into. The
date code of DEC 2022 is stamped into the ramp located on the underside of the product. The
devices were sold as pairs.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled fire supressors and contact
WilliamsRDM at 888-616-7976 to receive free replacements.
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Stacked Gourd Jack-O-Lantern Decorations
Hazard: The string light wiring inside of the Jack-O-Lanterns can
overheat, spark or ignite, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Stacked Gourd Jack-O-Lantern decorations.
The 12-inch Jack-O-Lantern is hand-painted resin and has batteryoperated LED string lights inside the product. The Jack-O-Lantern’s
lights are powered with three AAA batteries. Printed on a hang tag
and a label on the box is UPC code 789683062481, model number
S1915D12 and Mark Feldstein & Associates Inc. These were sold in
gift stores and online for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
Stacked Gourd Jack-O-Lantern decorations and contact Mark
Feldstein & Associates at 800-755-6504 to receive a full refund.

Yamaha Line 6 Relay G10 Digital Wireless Guitar Systems and
USB Charging Cables
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery can overheat,
and the battery cover can separate with force,
posing fire and injury hazards.
This recall involves Line 6 Relay G10, G10S
(G10SR), and G10T Digital Wireless Guitar
System (G10 Family of Products) that allows an
electric guitar to be connected wirelessly to an
amplifier. The system consists of a transmitter,
a receiver, and a charger. The receivers have both a 1/4” and XLR output to connect to
an amplifier or other audio equipment. The products are black in color. The Relay G10T
transmitter is stamped “Relay G10” and has a four-digit date code followed by a six-digit
individual serial number. These were sold at music retailers nationwide and online for about
$15 for the charging cable alone and between $100 and $250 when sold with a system.
G10			G10S (G10SR)
Serial ####		
Serial ###		
6601000001		
6736000001		

G10T
Serial ###
6640000001

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled products and contact
Yamaha at 877- 865-4636 to receive a free repair for the G10 Family of Products, and a full
refund for the G10T USB charging cable.
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Kenmore Elite Microwave Ovens
Hazard: Incorrect wiring causes the
microwave’s exterior to reach temperatures
exceeding 183 degrees Fahrenheit, posing a
burn hazard to the user.
This recall involves 1,000-watt countertop
convection microwave ovens manufactured
under the Kenmore Elite brand name on
April 27, 2017. This manufacturing date of
the recalled microwave ovens is identifiable
by the first six digits of their serial numbers, each of which begins with the numerals “170427”.
The model number of the recalled microwaves is “204.77603610”. The brand name, model
number and serial number can be found on the data plate on the back of the microwave
ovens. The brand name is printed near the bottom of the door. These microwaves were sold
exclusively at Sears and Sears Hometown and Outlet Stores nationwide for about $350.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled microwave ovens and
contact Sears at 800-659-7026 for a free in-home repair.

Kichler 52-inch LED Indoor Ceiling Fans
Hazard: The irons (arms) that hold the ceiling fan blades can detach during use, causing the
blades to fall, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Kichler’s indoor ceiling fans with five blades, bronze accents, etched
umber glass and an integrated LED module. The fans are 52 inches wide and have a
Mediterranean Walnut finish. Model number 35153 is printed on the top of the fan’s motor
housing. These fans were sold at lighting and home repair stores nationwide and online for
about $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ceiling fans and contact
Kichler at 866-558-5706 for instructions on receiving a free replacement ceiling fan.
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Contigo Kids Cleanable Water Bottles
Hazard: The water bottle’s clear silicone spout can detach, posing a
choking hazard to children.
This recall involves Contigo Kids Cleanable water bottles and
replacement lids that were given to consumers as part of the
August 2019 recall of this product. The base and cover of the clear
silicone spout will always be BLACK. Only black colored spout
base and spout cover models are included in this recall. Contigo
is printed on the rim and along the front near the bottom of the
bottle. The water bottles come in three sizes (13 ounce, 14 ounce and 20 ounce) and four
colors (solid color, graphics, stainless steel and stainless steel solid colors). The water bottles
were sold individually as well as in two-packs and three-packs. They were sold in stores and
online for between $9 and $24.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled water bottles and the
replacement lids provided in the previous recall, take them away from children, and contact
Contigo at 888-262-0622 for a free water bottle. Consumers who received replacement lids in
the previous recall should contact Contigo for the new water bottle.

Lennox Ductless Single-Zone and Multi-Zone Heat Pumps
Hazard: Internal electrical components can fail, allowing the units to overheat, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves three models of Lennox Ductless Single-Zone or Multi-Zone heat pumps.
The model and serial numbers can be found on the nameplate
on the side of the units. Only heat pumps with the following
model and serial numbers are included in the recall:
Model Number
MPA018S4M-1P
MPA048S4S-1P
MPA048S4M-1P

Serial Number
6915XXXXXX or 6916XXXXXX
6915XXXXXX or 6916XXXXXX
6915XXXXXX or 6916XXXXXX

These heat pumps were sold by Lennox independent dealers for between $8,700 and $15,550.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact their installing servicer, dealer, or
contractor to arrange for a free replacement of the outdoor unit. While awaiting replacement,
consumers should monitor the recalled heat pumps while they are being operated and keep
foliage and other flammable items at least 24 inches away from the recalled units.
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Harbor Breeze Santa Ana Ceiling Fan
Hazard: The fan’s blade holders can break allowing
the blade to be ejected from the fan, posing an injury
hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Harbor Breeze 48-inch Santa
Ana Ceiling Fan, model LP8294LBN, UPC code
840506599178. The model number can be on the
fan motor as well as on the inside of the battery
compartment cover of the included handheld remote control. The recalled fan has two
dark walnut fan blades, brushed nickel blade arm holders and a frosted white glass globe
containing a light bulb. These fans were sold at Lowe’s stores nationwide and online at www.
lowes.com for about $150.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ceiling fan and contact the
firm at 888-434-3797 for a free set of replacement blade holders.

Sump Pumps sold under Utilitech, Do It and Star Water
Systems Brands
Hazard: The sump pumps can overheat, posing a risk of fire.
This recall involves pedestal sump pumps that are used in residential dewatering. The sump pumps are sold under three brand names: Utilitech,
Do It and Star Water Systems. The model and manufacture date codes are
printed on the nameplate on the sump pump. Only the following model
numbers, date codes and UPC codes of the pumps are included in the
recall:
Brand Name

Model #

Utilitech
Do It
Star Water Systems

#148009
#433063
#3CEH

Manufacturing
Date Codes
1017 - 0219
0214 - 0219
0715 - 0219

UPC Codes
054757098483
009326405087
054757000721

These pumps were sold in stores and online for about $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug the recalled sump pumps and contact Star
Water Systems at 800-742-5044 for instructions to disable their pump and to obtain a full
refund.
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Sun Essential Oils Wintergreen
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall includes all 2-, 4-, 8-, and 16-fluid-ounce amber glass bottles of
Sun Essential Oils, Wintergreen sold prior to April 12, 2019. The label on
each bottle displays the Sun Essential Oils logo, an image of an American
Wintergreen plant, states “Wintergreen,” and lists the size of the container.
These oils were sold online for between $9 and $33.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of the reach
of children and contact Sun Organic at 800-216-7295 for a free replacement child-resistant
cap.

Spare 10,000 mAh Power Banks
Hazard: The power bank’s lithium-ion battery can overheat and ignite, posing
fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves the Spare Power Bank used to charge electronic devices.
They have a 10,000 mAh Grade A lithium ion battery, LED indicator lights, and
a flashlight. The power banks are white and are decorated with various logos.
PO number 1813582 is printed on the back of the power bank. The power banks
measure about 5 1/2 inches long by 2 1/2 inches wide.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately unplug and stop using the recalled
power banks and dispose of the recalled power banks by following local laws for
disposal of lithium-ion batteries.
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Frosted Balsam Jar Candles
Hazard: When the candle is lit, the glass jar can break, posing fire and laceration hazards.
This recall involves the frosted balsam soy blend jar candles. The
scented candles are green and have three wicks. The candle’s glass
jar measures about 5 inches high and 4.5 inches in diameter and
has a metal top. Hallmark, frosted balsam and an image of a snowy
pinecone appear on the front of the candle. Date code 9211D, SKU
code XKT1747 and UPC code 763795556991 appear on a white label
on the candle’s underside. These were sold for about $28.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
candles and return them to the store where purchased for a full refund
of the purchase price and a $10 Hallmark Gold Crown gift card.

Buderus GB125-35 Oil-condensing Boilers
Hazard: The siphon can become blocked, leading to a
delayed ignition that can damage the boiler’s exhaust
system, creating a carbon monoxide hazard.
This recall involves Buderus brand GB125-35 oilcondensing boilers distributed by Bosch. The boilers
have a blue enclosure, and the GB125-35 model
number is located on the data plate near the top
right-hand side of the boiler. The Buderus brand
name is printed on the outside of the boiler’s blue
enclosure. Bosch Thermotechnology and the model number are printed on a white label on
the blue enclosure. These were sold and installed for about $6,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact Bosch at 800-323-1943 for a free repair.
Consumers who continue to use the boilers while awaiting repair should have a working
carbon monoxide alarm installed outside of sleeping areas and on each level in the home.
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Cutek Proclean Professional Wood Restoration
Hazard: The product contains the hazardous substance oxalic acid.
The label on the product violates the Federal Hazardous Substance
Act (FHSA) by omitting the word “poison” and printing the
mandatory hazard statement for poisonous chemicals on the back of
the label instead of the front, posing a risk of poisoning if swallowed
by children.
This recall involves Cutek Proclean Professional Wood Restoration.
The product was sold in a clear plastic one-gallon bottle with a
blue, black and white label. “Cutek Proclean Professional Wood
Restoration” is printed on the front of the product and UPC
098411800166 is printed on the side panel of the product. This
product was sold at lumber supply stores nationwide for about $65.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled product, move it out of the
reach of children and contact Deck Source at 844-442-8835 for a free replacement label to put
on the product.

2018 and 2019 Yamaha EF2000iS Portable Generators
Hazard: The portable generator’s fuel tank can leak gasoline,
posing fire and burn hazards.
This recall involves model 2018 and 2019 Yamaha EF2000iS
portable generators, with serial numbers range 4543288
through 4553706. The blue generators have Yamaha and the
model name printed on the control panel. The serial number
can be found on a label below the exhaust outlet on the
left side. These generators were sold exclusively at Yamaha
Motorsports dealers nationwide for about $900.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled generators and contact a
Yamaha Power Products dealer to schedule a free repair.

Antifreeze Products
Hazard: The products’ caps were not rotated enough during manufacturing to engage the
child resistant mechanism, posing a risk of poisoning if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
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This recall involves fourteen different models of pre-diluted or concentrated antifreeze sold
under six different brand names: Prestone, AutoZone, Highline/Prime Guard, Supertech,
Prime and Starfire. The one-gallon antifreeze bottles are black, gray, orange, white or yellow.
The brand is printed on the front of the antifreeze. The date code and model numbers can
be found on the back informational panel of the product. Only antifreeze products with the
following brand name, model number and date codes are included on this recall:
Product Name

Model Number

PRESTONE 50/50 Antifreeze AF2100/G2F

Date Codes

PRESTONE Concentrate
Antifreeze
PRESTONE COMMAND
Nitrite Free 50/50
PRESTONE Heavy Duty
Antifreeze 50/50
PRESTONE AMM 33%
Export Antifreeze
AUTOZONE AMAM 50/50
Antifreeze

AF2000/G2F

OF20118, OF20128, OF20129, OF20132,
OF20133, OF20134, OF20135, OF20141
OF20128, OF20134, OF20135, OF20141

AFC12100/F

OF20062

AF5200/F

OF20062, OF20063

AF2033

OF20111

540721/1F

AUTOZONE Concentrate
50/50 Antifreeze
HIGHLINE AMAM “Prime
Guard” 50/50 Antifreeze
HIGHLINE AMAM
“Prime Guard” Concentrate
Antifreeze
SUPERTECH Antifreeze Pre
Diluted
SUPERTECH Antifreeze
PRIME Antifreeze AMAM
PRIME AMAM 50/50
Antifreeze
STARFIRE Antifreeze
AMAM 50/50

000367/1F

OF20036, OF20037, OF20038, OF20041,
OF20050, OF20055, OF20056, OF20085,
OF20086, OF20094, OF20113, OF20133,
OF20134, OF20135
OF20041, OF20042, OF20056, OF20057,
OF20062, OF20135, OF20139
OF20007, OF20008, OF20042, OF20043,
OF20050
OF20042

HLAMAM5050GL/F
HLAMAMGL/F

ST4053/F
ST4003/F
AF3000/F
AF3100/F
CPAMAM5050/F

OF20006, OF20007, OF20051, OF20055,
OF20084, OF20070, OF20085
OF20141
OF20049, OF20078, OF20140
OF20043, OF20044, OF20078, OF20079,
OF20140
OF20057

These products were sold in stores nationwide and online for between $10 and $22.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately inspect the product and twist the cap to ensure the
child resistant mechanism is engaged.
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Great Falls Outdoor Ceiling Fans
Hazard: The fan blades can crack and
break, posing an impact injury hazard.
This recall involves Westinghouse Lighting’s
Great Falls 52” outdoor ceiling fans with
four dark walnut blades, frosted amber
glass and an LED lamp. The fan blades
are 22 inches long and have an oil rubbed
bronze finish. Model number 72043 and a product order number of 016555, 016761, 016647,
017157, 016648 or 017349 are printed on the top of the fan’s motor housing. These fans were
sold in stores and online for between $170 and $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ceiling fans and contact
Westinghouse Lighting at 888-417-6222 for instructions on receiving a free replacement blade
kit.

Vthrive Bioactive Women’s One-Daily Multivitamins
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required
by the Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the
contents are swallowed by young children.
This recall involves The Vitamin Shoppe’s Vthrive Bioactive Women’s
One-Daily Multi vitamins. The 60-count capsules were sold in an amber
bottle with a gray top. Vthrive and Bioactive Women’s One-Daily Multi
are printed on a blue label on the bottle. Item number VS-6104 can be
found on the back of the bottle and lot number 006218, 006454, 006495,
or 006779 on the bottle’s underside. Only the 60-count bottles are
included in this recall. These vitamins were sold at The Vitamin Shoppe
stores nationwide and online for between $26 and $35.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe
location out of reach of children. Contact The Vitamin Shoppe at
866-293-3367 for instructions on how to dispose of the product and receive a full refund or
merchandise credit.
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Trianium Cell Phone Battery Pack Cases
Hazard: The lithium-ion battery in the cases can overheat resulting in
thermal runaway, posing a burn hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Endliss Technology Trianium battery phone
cases for all types of mobile phones. The cases were sold in black,
gray, white and pink colors. “Trianium” is written on the back of the
case. There are 17 different model numbers included in this recall.
Recalled model numbers include: TM000006, TM000007, TM000008,
TM000009, TM000010, TM000011, TM000046, TM000047,
TM000048, TM000049, TM000101, TM000103, TM-06A-4000BBLK,
TM-06A-4000ROGD, TM-06A-4000WSLV, TM-S6BC-BLK, and
MTS-3000-BBLK. These cases were sold online for between $30 and $100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled phone cases, dispose of
them in accordance with local laws on battery disposal, and contact Endliss at 844-609-0847
for a free replacement power pack.

Kingsbury 70-inch Ceiling Fans
Hazard: The light globe can fall from its housing, posing an impact and laceration injury
hazards.
This recall involves Harbor Breeze’s Kingsbury indoor ceiling fans manufactured before
December 2018. The bronze finish fans come with five reversible blades in a distressed mocha
finish and have a 70-inch blade span. The fans also come with a frosted glass light and a
remote control. The manufacture date in MM-YYYY format can be found on a label on top of
the motor housing. These fans were sold at Lowe’s stores nationwide and online at Lowes.com
for about $230.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately contact HKC at 877-239-7267 to request a new
owner’s manual and light kit label to help ensure correct installation of the light globe.
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Caravan Sports Armed/Padded Arm Bagged Chairs
Hazard: The chair’s plastic bracket can bend or fail and
cause the fabric seat to rip apart from the frame, posing fall
and injury hazards to the user.
This recall involves the Caravan Sports Armed/Padded Arm
Bagged chairs. The chair was sold in blue and measures
24.4” x 23.2” x 36.2.” The chair image and product name are
printed on the hang tag attached to the chair. A tag labeled
“SNY-XZ” is sewn into the back of the chair. These chairs
were sold for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
recalled Caravan Sports Armed/Padded Arm Bagged chairs
and contact Caravan Global at 877-922-6679 for instructions
on how to receive a full refund.

Crocodile Candleholders
Hazard: The candleholders are
flammable and can catch on fire,
posing a fire hazard when the candle
burns down.
This recall involves Flying Tiger
Copenhagen candleholders shaped
as a gold-colored crocodile. The
candleholders measure 7 inches long
by 2 inches wide. The candle holder
is inside the crocodile’s wide-open
mouth. A hangtag attached to the
holder reads, “Lysestage - Candle holder” and on the back “Item # 3017653, Batch # 218377”.
These were sold nationwide for about $4.
Remedy: Consumer should immediately stop using the recalled candleholders and contact
Flying Tiger at 844-350-0560 for a full refund.
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Wintergreen 100 Percent Pure Essential Oil
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the
Poison Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are
swallowed by young children.
This recall involves RESURRECTIONbeauty Wintergreen Essential Oil in
amber glass 0.5-fluid-ounce dropper bottles. The bottles have a black cap and
a green label with RESURRECTIONbeauty Wintergreen 100% Pure Essential
Oil printed on the front. The UPC code 616913145877 is printed on the back
of the product. These oils were sold online for about $8.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of reach of
children and contact RESURRECTIONbeauty at 608-352-3270 for a free replacement childresistant cap.

Airome Wintergreen Essential Oil and Deep Soothe Essential
Oil 100 Percent Pure & Natural Therapeutic Grade Essential
Oils
Hazard: The packaging of the product is not child resistant as required by the Poison
Prevention Packaging Act, posing a poisoning risk if the contents are swallowed by young
children.
This recall involves Airome Wintergreen 100% pure essential oils in 0.5- and
0.34-fluid-ounce amber glass dropper bottles sold without a child-resistant cap.
It also includes Airome Deep Soothe 100% pure essential oils in 0.5-fluid-ounce
amber glass dropper bottles sold without a child-resistant cap. Each bottle has a
black cap and blue label with either “Airome Wintergreen 100% Pure Essential
Oil Stimulate” or “Airome Deep Soothe 100% Pure Essential Oil Cool” printed
on the front. A UPC code unique to each type of recalled bottle -83324503131,
833245034567, or 833245035977 - is printed on the bottom of the gift box in
which the bottles were sold. The Arome Wintergreen 100% Pure Essential Oil
Stimulate was sold separately and as part of a 3-pack “Focus & Concentrate
Essential Oil Gift Set.” These oils were sold in stores nationwide and online for between $12
and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately store the product in a safe location out of the
reach of children and contact B&B Acquisition at 800-262-2305 for a free replacement childresistant cap.
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Sporting Goods and
Recreational Vehicles
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Front Racks with Bamboo Trays
Hazard: The recalled front racks on the bicycles can detach and cause the bicycle’s front wheel
to abruptly stop, posing a fall hazard.
This recall involves the Front Rack with
a Bamboo Tray for Cycling Sports Group
Cannondale Treadwell bicycles. The rack
has a black metal frame and a bamboo tray.
“ISO11243:2016 YUENI MAX 10KG” is
printed on the bamboo tray. The racks were
sold by authorized Cannondale dealers
nationwide as a separate for $100 and
included as original equipment on some
bicycles for between $950 to $2,750.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop riding the bicycle until the front rack is
removed and contact their local authorized Cannondale dealer or Cycling Sports Group 800245-3872 (800-BIKE USA) to arrange for a free repair.

2020 ZFORCE 950 Sport Recreational Off-Highway Vehicles
(ROVs)
Hazard: The fuel line fitting on the vehicles can fail
to securely lock onto the fuel injector inlet. This
can allow fuel to spill onto the hot engine parts and
ignite, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves the 2020 ZFORCE 950 Sport
ROV with a 963cc 4-cycle engine. Vehicles colors
are red or gray with the CFMOTO logo in the
center of the front grille. The model name is located
on each side of the vehicle doors. The model year
2020 ROVs will have the L in the 10th position of
the vehicle identification number (VIN). The VIN
number is stamped on the right side frame rail,
behind the right rear tire. These vehicles were sold
at CFMOTO dealers for about $13,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a
CFMOTO dealer to schedule a free repair.
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Domyos Swiss Exercise Balls
Hazard: The recalled exercise balls can unexpectedly burst, causing the user to fall to the
floor, posing an injury hazard.
This recall involves Decathlon’s Domyos swiss balls, also
referred to as pilates balls or gymnastics gymballs, with model
numbers 8529175, 8529176, and 8529177. The recalled balls
are used for exercising and were sold in blue, bordeaux, and
gray colors. They measure 21.65 inches to 29.53 inches in
diameter and weigh between 10.6 and 10.9 ounces. Domyos,
the diameter and the weight are printed near the base of the
ball. These balls were sold at Decathlon stores nationwide and
online at www.decathlon.com for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Swiss balls and contact
Decathlon at 866-480-3565 for a refund in the form of a store credit for the amount equal to
the purchase price.

Hi-Lift Storage Hoist Classic and Pro Models with Green
Polypropylene Straps
Hazard: The straps can break while the Hi-Lift Storage Hoist is in use, posing an injury
hazard.
This recall involves the green polypropylene straps
sold with Hi-Lift Storage Hoist Classic and Pro models
storage hoists. The Hi-Lift Storage Hoist is used to
suspend equipment for purposes of storage. The
packaging for the Hi-Lift Storage Hoist says “Spire
Supply.” Only green straps are included in this recall.
These straps were sold online for about $35 with the
Hi-Lift Storage Hoist.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled straps and contact
StoreYourBoard.com at 877-729-2509 for instructions on proper disposal of the green straps
and how to receive free black replacement straps.
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IMMI SubZero 4-point and Click6 6-point UTV Harnesses
Hazard: The harness can be missing stitching, posing an injury hazard to the
occupant by failing to properly restrain them in the event of a crash.
This recall involves IMMI SubZero 4-point and Click6 6-point harnesses
installed in Polaris Model Year 2015 and 2017-2020 RZR XP1000, RZR Turbo,
RZR TurboS, and RZR Pro XP UTVs. “Polaris,” “Can-Am” or “Kawasaki”
are printed on the harness. SubZero and Click 6 harnesses were also sold as
aftermarket accessories compatible for the following UTV models: Kawasaki
Teryx KRX1000 SxS, Can-Am Maverick and Maverick X3, and Polaris RZR
XP1000, RZR Turbo, RZR TurboS, and RZR Pro XP.
IMMI part numbers and manufacture dates included in the recall are found on the label on
the harness and listed below:
IMMI Part Description Manufacture
Number
Dates

IMMI Part Description Manufacture
Number
Dates

F125071
F125072
F126036
F126037
F123865
F123866
F123637
F123638
F121743
F121747
F151584
F151587
F152014
F152015
F125818

F125819
F126248
F126249
F150471
F151391
F151548
F151549
F125027
F126311
F126312
F127030
F127031
F152312
F152311

Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Click 6
Sub Zero

2015-May 2020
2015-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
April 2014-2016
April 2014-2016
April 2014-2016
April 2014-2016
April 2014-2016
April 2014-2016
2018-May 2020
2018-May 2020
2018-May 2020
2018-May 2020
2016-May 2020

Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Sub Zero
Click 6
Click 6

2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2018-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2016-May 2020
2017-May 2020
2017-May 2020
2019-May 2020
2019-May 2020

These harnesses were sold at Polaris, Kawasaki, and Can-Am dealerships nationwide for
between $160 and $240 for Sub-Zero and between $250 and $550 for Click6 harnesses.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled SubZero and Click6
harnesses until inspected by an authorized dealer. Consumers with affected harnesses missing
stitching will receive a free replacement harness.
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Morpher Flat-Folding Bicycle Helmets
Hazard: The bicycle helmets do not comply with the
federal safety standard for bicycle helmets, posing a
risk of head injury.
This recall involves Morpher flat-folding bicycle
helmets. They were sold in one size, fitting head
circumference from 52 cm to 58 cm (20.5 to 22.8
inches). The helmets were sold with a storage bag
and in the following solid or dotted colors: Gloss or
matte black, gray, red, silver, white and yellow. The
Morpher name and logo appear on both sides of the helmet. The Morpher logo appears on the
back of the helmet. These helmets were sold online for about $150.
Remedy: Morpher is no longer in business and is unable to conduct the recall. Consumers
should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and dispose of them to prevent further
usage.

Standoff and Wide Dock Ladders
Hazard: The edges on the side of the steps are sharp and can cut
consumers, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves aluminum standoff and wide step dock ladders
sold in three sizes; three steps, four steps and five steps with the
following models and UPC numbers: Model DE2053F 3 and UPC
776113205303 Model DE2054F 4 and UPC 776113205402 Model
DE2055F 5 and UPC 77611320550 Model DE2043F 3 and UPC
776113204306 Model DE2044F 4 and UPC 776113204405 Model
DE2045F 5 and UPC 776113204504. The recalled ladders are
silver in color. The ladders were sold online and by distributors for
between $150 and $250.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled
ladders and contact CMP Group at 800-295-3625 to return the
ladders for a full refund or a free replacement ladder.
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Woom Children’s Helmets
Hazard: The recalled helmets do not meet the federal safety
standard, posing a risk of head injury.
This recall involves Woom bikes USA children’s helmets. The
recalled helmets were sold in blue, green, purple, red, and yellow.
Woom is printed on both sides of the helmets and the size “S”
appears on the back of the helmet. Only the small-sized helmets are
included in this recall. These helmets were sold in stores and online
for about $70.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and contact Woom
bikes USA at 855-966-6872 for instructions on how to receive a full refund.

Sweet Protection Brand Ripper Jr., Ripper MIPS Jr., and Ripper
MIPS Bicycle Helmets
Hazard: The bicycle helmets do not comply with the U.S. CPSC federal safety standard for
bicycle helmets, posing a risk of head injury.
This recall involves Active Brand AS Sweet
Protection-branded Ripper Jr., Ripper MIPS Jr.
and Ripper MIPS bicycle helmets. The Ripper
Jr. and Ripper MIPS Jr. helmets were sold in
one size, fitting head circumference from 48
cm to 53 cm (18.9 to 20.9 inches). The Ripper
MIPS helmet was sold in one size, fitting head
circumference from 53 cm to 61 cm (20.9 to
24.0 inches). The helmets were sold in matte
colors: black, white, blue, gray, green, pink, and purple. “Sweet Protection” is printed on the
side of the helmets. All helmets have the manufacturing date printed inside the helmet with
2019 as the production year and a number between 9 and 12 as the production month. The
model name is printed on a label on the rear back side of the helmet. The helmets were sold in
stores and online for between $50 and $90.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled helmets and return to the
store where sold or contact Active Brands/Sweet Protection at 800-364-4385 for a full refund.
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Lawn Dart Sets
Hazard: Lawn darts are banned in the U.S. due to serious risks of
skull punctures and other serious injuries, particularly to children.
The recalled lawn dart sets were sold for 2, 4 and 5 players and
contained 4, 8 and 10 darts respectively, as well as spare darts. The
lawn darts are about a foot long, have polypropylene flights designed
to be held at the tail, with a brass body ending in a stainless-steel
spigot. The lawn darts were sold in assorted colors. The CROWN
DARTS logo is printed on the product. These sets were sold online at
www.crowndarts.com for between $15 and $139.
Remedy: Crown Darts UK is unable to conduct the recall. Consumers should immediately
stop using the recalled lawn dart sets and destroy and dispose of them to prevent further
usage.

Polaris Ranger, PRO XD, and Bobcat UTVs
Hazard: An improperly manufactured clutch component can cause the engine braking feature
to fail, resulting in unexpected vehicle motion, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves Model Year 2020 Ranger XP 1000 and
Ranger CREW XP 1000 Off-Road Vehicles, Model Years
2019-2020 PRO XD 4000D UTVs, and Model Year 2020
Bobcat UV34 and UV34XL UTVs. The vehicles were sold
in maroon, black, sand, green, orange, blue, camo, gray
and white colors and have two or four seats. For PRO XD
and Ranger models, “POLARIS” is stamped on the front
grille and “POLARIS PRO XD” or “Ranger” is printed on
the sides of the rear cargo area. For Bobcat models, “Bobcat” is printed on the sides of the rear
cargo area. The VINs included in this recall can be found stamped into the left rear vehicle
frame below the cargo box. The following model names are included in this recall:
YEAR
2019
2020
2020

MODEL NAME
PRO XD 4000D
Ranger XP 1000
Bobcat UV34XL

YEAR MODEL NAME
2019 PRO XD 2000D
2020 Ranger XP 1000 Crew

YEAR MODEL NAME
2020 PRO XD 4000D
2020 Bobcat UV34

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between $14,600 and $26,300.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair, if needed.
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VP Harrier and Giant Pinner DH Bicycle Pedals
Hazard: The pedal body can separate from the pedal spindle
resulting in a loss of balance, posing fall and injury hazards for the
rider.
This recall involves VP Components Harrier and Giant Pinner
DH bicycle pedals. The pedals were sold separately from bicycles.
A spindle extends through the pedal body. The pedals are red,
silver or black with Harrier or Giant printed on the pedal body.
These pedals were sold for about $115.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycle pedals contact the
bike shop or online retailer where the pedals were originally purchased to arrange for free
replacement pedals.

Perfect Descent Auto Belays Climbing Devices
Hazard: The belay climbing device can loosen and can cause slack on the rope, allowing the
climber to fall. Climbing while tethered to a malfunctioning belay can cause serious injury or death.
This recall involves Perfect Descent Auto Belay model 220 Indoor, Outdoor, Speed Drive
and Direct Drive auto belay climbing devices. Belay devices are used with climbing ropes to
protect the climber while climbing, to arrest a fall or while being lowered on the rope. The
devices were sold in yellow and black and have “Perfect Descent” printed on the top of the
devices. The recalled belay devices have the following serial number ranges printed on the
bottom of the device:
Serial Number

Manufacture Date

I-0970 through I-3109
S-0604 through S-1609
S-1695 through S-1762
D-1015 through D-1385
D-1572 through D-1705
D-1710 through D-1722
D-1726 through D-1751
D-1761 through D-1777

February 2017 through November 2018
March 2017 through December 2018
February 2019 through March 2019
June 2018 through December 2018
February 2019 through March 2019
March 2019
March 2019 through April 2019
April 2019

These devices were sold in stores and online for $1,800 and $2,100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled belay devices and contact C3
Manufacturing at 866-250-5903 to receive a free repair.
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Woom Model 4, 5, 6 Bicycles
Hazard: The bicycle’s front fork can loosen and
detach, posing fall and injury risks to the rider.
This recall involves woom bicycle models 4 (20
inch), 5 (24 inch) and 6 (26 inch). You can find the
model number on the top tube of each bike. The
bikes were sold in five different colors: Red, blue,
green, purple and yellow. “Woom” is printed across
the bottom tube of the bicycle frame. These bicycles
were sold for between $450 and $500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled bicycles and contact the firm
at 855-966-6872 for a free repair kit for the front fork.

Rawlings CHMACH-SR Catcher’s Helmets
Hazard: The back plate of the catcher’s helmet can fail to protect the player, posing a risk of
head injury to the user.
This recall involves the Rawlings CHMACH-SR
Catchers Helmet. The recalled helmets have
“MACH” printed on the hangtag originally
attached to the helmet. “Rawlings” is printed on
the side of the helmet and the “R” Rawlings logo
is printed on the front center of the helmets with
a gray chin strap. The plastic helmets were sold
in two-tone color combinations including black/
white (UPC 083321545504), green/white (UPC
083321545511), navy/white (083321545528) and
red/white (UPC 083321545566). The UPC code is
printed on the hangtag that was attached to the helmet at the time of sale. Inside of the helmet
is a sticker that reads “CHMACH-SR-RevA.” These helmets were sold in sporting goods stores
nationwide and online for about $200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled catcher’s helmets and
contact Rawlings at 800-729-5464 to receive a free replacement back plate for head sizes 7.5
and below or a full refund for head sizes above 7.5.
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Model Year 2018-2020 Polaris Phoenix 200 ATVs
Hazard: The throttle lever stop can fail due to damage during shipping, posing a crash hazard.
This recall involves all model year 2018 through 2020
Phoenix 200 ATVs. “Polaris” is decaled on the front
body and on the sides of the ATV seats, and “Phoenix
200” is decaled on the side panels. The ATVs were
sold in a gray color. The Vehicle Identification Number
(VIN) is located on the vehicle’s front left frame.
Year Model Numbers 2018 Models A18YAP20A8
and A18YAP20N8, 2019 Models A19YAP20A4 and
A19YAP20N4, and 2020 Model A20YAP20A4 are
included in this recall. These ATVs were sold at Polaris
dealers nationwide for between $3,800 and $4,200.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and, if needed, a free repair.

Garia Golf & Courtesy Battery-powered Electric Vehicles
Hazard: A fuse can overheat and melt while the
electric vehicle is charging, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves Garia model year 2010-2019
golf and courtesy battery-powered electric vehicles
(BEV’s). The models involved are as follows;
Golf, Golf 2+2, Courtesy 4 and Courtesy 4+2.
Garia VIN numbers are printed / etched on the
chassis under the front seat cushion. The model
year of your Garia can be identified by the 10th
digit in the VIN number [(A to K), (2010-2019)].
The Serial numbers and date code range are: VIN numbers UJGDHSX1XAVXXXXXX UJGDHSX1XKVXXXXXX are located under the vehicle’s front seat. These vehicles were sold
at Garia dealers nationwide for between $15,000 and $75,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop charging these recalled golf and courtesy
vehicles and contact Garia at (281) 923-0291 or a Garia dealer to schedule a free repair.
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Surly Front Bicycle Racks
Hazard: The recalled front bicycle rack can loosen and contact
the front wheel, posing crash and injury hazards to the rider.
This recall involves all Surly 8-Pack Racks and Surly 24-Pack
front bicycle racks and Pack Rat Bicycles equipped with these
racks. The racks were sold in black and silver finishes, are made
of tubular chromoly steel and are intended for use on the front
of a bicycle. These were sold in stores and online for between
$110 and $150.
Remedy: Consumers should stop using the recalled bicycle racks immediately and contact the
bike shop or online retailer where it was originally purchased to arrange for a free repair.

Polaris Model Year 2019-2020 Ranger XP 1000 & Model Year
2020 General XP 1000 Utility Vehicles (UTVs)
Hazard: The throttle can fail to return to the idle position after the engine stalls and is
restarted in gear without switching the key to the off position due to a software problem,
causing the vehicle to accelerate suddenly, posing a crash hazard to the user.
This recall involves Model Year 2019 Polaris Ranger XP 1000 EPS, Ranger CREW XP 1000, and
Model Year 2020 Polaris Ranger XP 1000, Ranger CREW XP 1000, General XP 1000 Deluxe
and General XP 4 1000 Deluxe. The vehicles were sold in gray, blue, white, red, green camo,
orange, sand and maroon colors and have two or four seats. “POLARIS” is stamped on the
front grille and “Ranger” or “General” is printed on the sides of the rear cargo area. Vehicle
identification numbers (VIN) included in this recall can be found stamped into the left rear
vehicle frame below the cargo box. The following model names are included in this recall:
Year
2019
2020

Model Name
RANGER XP 1000 EPS
RANGER CREW XP 1000
RANGER XP 1000
RANGER CREW XP 1000
GENERAL XP 1000 DELUXE
GENERAL XP 4 1000 DELUXE

Polaris dealers nationwide from June 2018 through March 2020 for between $15,890 and $29,000.

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.
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Honda Recreational Off-highway Vehicles (ROVs)
Hazard: The ROV can move or roll when in
the park position, posing crash and injury
hazards.
This recall involves certain Model Year 2019
& 2020 Honda Pioneer 1000 and Talon 1000
side-by-side vehicles. The recalled vehicles
were sold in various colors, including: red,
blue, green, gray and yellow. The name
“HONDA” is on the front, sides and the rear
of the vehicle. The model name Pioneer
1000 or Talon is printed on a label located
on both sides of the vehicle. For the Pioneer
1000, the serial number (VIN #) is stamped in the frame at the left rear, below the tilt-up bed/
seat. For the Talon 1000, the VIN# is stamped on the left side of the frame, under the left front
fender.
Year

Model

VIN Start

VIN End

2019
2019
2019
2020
2020
2020
2020

Pioneer 1000 – 3 Passenger (SXS10M3*)
Pioneer 1000 – 5 Passenger (SXS10M5*)
Talon 1000 – 2 Passenger (SXS10S2*)
Pioneer 1000 – 3 Passenger (SXS10M3*)
Pioneer 1000 – 5 Passenger (SXS10M5*)
Talon 1000 – 2 Passenger (SXS10S2*)
Talon 1000 – 4 Passenger (SXS10S4*)

1HFVE04**K4300061
1HFVE04**K4300061
1HFVE05**K4000003
1HFVE04**L4400001
1HFVE04**L4400001
1HFVE05**L4100001
1HFVE06**L4000002

1HFVE04**K4301919
1HFVE04**K4302460
1HFVE05**K4003902
1HFVE04**L4402426
1HFVE04**L4402984
1HFVE05**L4102280
1HFVE06**L4002100

These vehicles were sold at authorized Honda Powersports dealers nationwide for between
$15,000 and $24,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact an
authorized Honda Powersports dealer to schedule an appointment for a free inspection and
repair.
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Polaris Model Year 2018-2020 Ranger XP 1000 & CREW XP
1000 Off-Road Vehicles
Hazard: The clutch belt can break and damage the secondary clutch and the fuel line, posing a
fire hazard to the rider.
This recall involves Model Year 2018 - 2020 Ranger XP
1000 & CREW XP 1000 Off-Road Vehicles with the
following model names:
Year
2018
2019
2020

Model Name
Ranger XP 1000 EPS
Ranger XP 1000
Ranger CREW XP 1000
Ranger XP 1000
Ranger CREW XP 1000

The vehicles were sold in green, titanium, camo, suede (metallic gray), red, gray, white, blue,
maroon, bronze, orange and black colors and have two or four seats. Vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) included in this recall can be found on a label affixed to the vehicle frame in
the left front wheel well. “Polaris” is stamped on the front grille and “Ranger” is on the sides
of the utility bed. The following models and non-sequential VIN ranges are included in the
recall:
Model Name
MY18 RANGER XP 1000 EPS
MY19 RANGER XP 1000
MY19 RANGER CREW XP 1000
MY20 RANGER XP 1000
MY20 RANGER CREW XP 1000

VIN Range
4XARRE990J8044280 - 4XARRU99XJ8520576
4XARRB990K8895382 - 4XARRW99XK8910509
4XARSB990K8895984 - 4XARSW999K8903801
4XARRB991L8914393 - 4XARRW99XL8920524
4XARSB995L8890622 - 4XARSW99XL8920737

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between $15,300 and $27,500.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.
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Kawasaki MULE PRO Off-highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: The steering shaft can develop excessive wear and affect steering control resulting in
a crash hazard, posing a risk of injury or death.
This recall involves recall involves 2015 through 2020 MULE PRO-FX, MULE PRO-FXR,
MULE PRO-FXT and 2016 - 2020 MULE PRO-DX and MULE PRO-DXT utility vehicles.
The four wheel, off-highway utility vehicles were sold in black, green, white, red, bronze,
silver, camo, and blue. They have side by side seating for three to six people and automotive
style controls. MULE PRO is printed on the right and left front fender. The model name is
printed on the right and left fender. The vehicles are available as either gas or diesel models.
The diesel models have DIESEL printed on the right and left rear of the cargo bed. The Vehicle
Identification Number (VIN) is located on the steel frame between the right front lower
A-arm mounts. These vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers nationwide for between $12,000
and $17,000. Affected models include:
Year
2015

2016

Model

VIN Start
KAF820AFF/L

VIN End
MULE PRO-FXT
JKBAFSA1XFB500031 through
JKBAFSA18FB500335
MULE PRO-FXT EPS
KAF820BFF/L JKBAFSB13FB500001 through
JKBAFSB11FB504158
MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE
KAF820CFF/L JKBAFSC15FB500001 through
JKBAFSC17FB504387
MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DFF/L JKBAFSD17FB500001 through
JKBAFSD17FB502198
MULE PRO-FXT
KAF820AGF/L JKBAFSA1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSA19GB500250
MULE PRO-FXT EPS
KAF820BGF/L JKBAFSB10GB504816 through J
KBAFSB13GB507371
MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE
KAF820CGF/L JKBAFSC18GB504951 through
JKBAFSC16GB507010
MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DGF/L JKBAFSD19GB502611 through
JKBAFSD16GB503585
MULE PRO-FX
KAF820EGF/L JKBAFSE17GB500001 through
JKBAFSE16GB500541
MULE PRO-FX EPS
KAF820FGF/L JKBAFSF19GB500001 through
JKBAFSF14GB502450
MULE PRO-FX EPS LE
KAF820GGF/L JKBAFSG10GB500001 through
JKBAFSG13GB501918
MULE PRO-FX EPS CAMO KAF820HGF/L JKBAFSH12GB500001 through
JKBAFSH17GB500950
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Year

Model
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION

2017

VIN Start
KAF820JGF/L

MULE PRO-DXT

KAF1000AGF

MULE PRO-DXT EPS

KAF1000BGF

MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE

KAF1000CGF

MULE PRO-DX

KAF1000DGF

MULE PRO-DX EPS

KAF1000EGF

MULE PRO-DX EPS LE

KAF1000FGF

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AHF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BHF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CHF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DHF/L
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MULE PRO-FX

KAF820EHF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FHF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GHF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS CAMO

KAF820HHF/L

MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION

KAF820JHF/L

MULE PRO-FX RANCH
EDITION

KAF820LHF/L

MULE PRO-DXT

KAF1000AHF

MULE PRO-DXT EPS

KAF1000BHF

MULE PRO-DXT EPS LE

KAF1000CHF

MULE PRO-DX

KAF1000DHF

VIN End
JKBAFSJ1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSJ1XGB501830
JKAAFCA17GB500001 through
JKAAFCA18GB500122
JKAAFCB10GB500002 through
JKAAFCB10GB500873
JKAAFCC10GB500001 through
JKAAFCC11GB500492
JKAAFCD12GB500001 through
JKAAFCD19GB500125
JKAAFCE14GB500001 through
JKAAFCE14GB500709
JKAAFCF18GB500002 through
JKAAFCF1XGB500342
JKBAFSA18HB500001 through
JKBAFSA12HB500821
JKBAFSB1XHB500001 through
JKBAFSB10HB510083
JKBAFSC11HB500001 through
JKBAFSC10HB509367
JKBAFSD13HB500001 through
JKBAFSD19HB504909
JKBAFSE15HB500001 through
JKBAFSE12HB501140
JKBAFSF17HB500001 through
JKBAFSF18HB504056
JKBAFSG15HB502201
through JKBAFSG1XHB502890
JKBAFSH16HB501301 through
JKBAFSH11HB501450
JKBAFSJ18HB500001 through
JKBAFSJ16HB504483
JKBAFSL11HB500001 through
JKBAFSL11HB500550
JKAAFCA13HB500501 through
JKAAFCA15HB500659
JKAAFCB17HB500001 through
JKAAFCB13HB502277
JKAAFCC19HB500001 through
JKAAFCC18HB501219
JKAAFCD15HB500401 through
JKAAFCD14HB500485
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Year

2018

Model
MULE PRO-DX EPS

VIN Start
KAF1000EHF

MULE PRO-DX EPS LE

KAF1000FHF

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AJF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BJF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CJF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DJF/L

2019

MULE PRO-FX

KAF820EJF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FJF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GJF/L

MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION

KAF820JJF/L

MULE PRO-FXR

KAF820KJF/L

MULE PRO-DXT

KAF1000AJF

MULE PRO-DXT EPS

KAF1000BJF

MULE PRO-DX EPS

KAF1000EJF

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AKF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BKF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CKF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DKF/L
MULE PRO-FX

KAF820EKF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FKF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GKF/L

VIN End
JKAAFCE12HB500001 through
JKAAFCE1XHB501283
JKAAFCF14HB500001 through
JKAAFCF11HB500859
JKBAFSA15JB501001 through
JKBAFSA13JB501370
JKBAFSB15JB510201 through
JKBAFSB12JB513038
JKBAFSC10JB509651 through
JKBAFSC10JB512209
JKBAFSD16JB505151 through
JKBAFSD19JB506231
JKBAFSE17JB501401 through
JKBAFSE16JB501695
JKBAFSF19JB504301 through
JKBAFSF16JB505745
JKBAFSG19JB503101 through
JKBAFSG11JB503870
JKBAFSJ18JB504801 through
JKBAFSJ18JB508072
JKBAFSK14JB500002 through
JKBAFSK13JB503649
JKAAFCA10JB500901 through
JKAAFCA15JB501185
JKAAFCB17JB502501 through
JKAAFCB11JB503644
JKAAFCE19JB501507 through
JKAAFCE15JB502444
JKBAFSA11KB501501 through
JKBAFSA11KB501935
JKBAFSB17KB513201 through
JKBAFSB17KB516146
JKBAFSC11KB512401 through
JKBAFSC1XKB514907
JKBAFSD16KB506401 through
JKBAFSD11KB507519
JKBAFSE1XKB501801 through
JKBAFSE15KB502161
JKBAFSF13KB505901 through
JKBAFSF13KB507521
JKBAFSG18KB504001 through
JKBAFSG1XKB504758
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Year

2020

Model

VIN Start
KAF820JKF/L

VIN End
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
JKBAFSJ12KB508201 through
EDITION
JKBAFSJ13KB512077
MULE PRO-FXR
KAF820KKF/L JKBAFSK13KB503801 through
JKBAFSK1XKB505089
MULE PRO-DXT
KAF1000AKF JKAAFCA11KB501301 through
JKAAFCA14KB501695
MULE PRO-DXT EPS
KAF1000BKF
JKAAFCB10KB503801 through
JKAAFCB12KB505162
MULE PRO-DX EPS
KAF1000EKF
JKAAFCE14KB502601 through
JKAAFCE1XKB503039
MULE PRO-FXT
KAF820ALF/L JKBAFSA1XLB502101 through
JKBAFSA19LB502378
MULE PRO-FXT EPS
KAF820BLF/L JKBAFSB1XLB516501 through
JKBAFSB19LB518305
MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE
KAF820CLF/L JKBAFSC1XLB515301 through
JKBAFSC1XLB516657
MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DLF/L JKBAFSD1XLB507701 through
JKBAFSD1XLB508184
MULE PRO-FX
KAF820ELF/L JKBAFSE18LB502401 through
JKBAFSE19LB502598
MULE PRO-FX EPS
KAF820FLF/L JKBAFSF18LB507919 through
JKBAFSF1XLB509199
MULE PRO-FX EPS LE
KAF820GLF/L JKBAFSG18LB505201 through
JKBAFSG12LB505744
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
KAF820JLF/L
JKBAFSJ1XLB512501 through
EDITION
JKBAFSJ17LB514237
MULE PRO-FXR
KAF820KLF/L JKBAFSK13LB507901 through
JKBAFSK18LB508784
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
KAF820MLF/L JKBAFSM12LB500001 through
EDITION
JKBAFSM16LB501023
MULE PRO-DXT
KAF1000ALF
JKAAFCA13LB502001 through
JKAAFCA18LB502091
MULE PRO-DXT EPS
KAF1000BLF
JKAAFCB17LB505501 through
JKAAFCB18LB505992
MULE PRO-DX EPS
KAF1000ELF
JKAAFCE13LB503501 through
JKAAFCE18LB503686

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact a
Kawasaki dealer to schedule a free repair.
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Polaris Model Year 2019-2020 Ranger XP 1000 & CREW XP
1000 Off-Road Vehicles
Hazard: The fuel line can be misrouted above the bracket that protects the fuel line from a
clutch belt failure, posing a fire hazard to consumers.
This recall involves Model Year 2019 - 2020 Ranger
XP 1000 & CREW XP 1000 Off-Road Vehicles
with the following model names:
Year
2019

2020

Model Name
Ranger XP 1000 EPS
Ranger CREW XP 1000
EPS
Ranger XP 1000
Ranger CREW XP 1000

The vehicles were sold in black, green, white, blue, orange, sand, maroon, and camo colors
and have two or four seats. Vehicle identification numbers (VIN) included in this recall can be
found on a label affixed to the vehicle frame in the left front wheel well. “Polaris” is stamped
on the front grille and “Ranger” is on the sides of the utility bed. The following models and
non-sequential VIN ranges are included in the recall:
Model Name
MY19 RANGER XP 1000 EPS
MY19 RANGER CREW XP 1000 EPS
MY20 RANGER XP 1000
MY20 RANGER CREW XP 1000

VIN Range
4XARRW990K8922555 - 4XARRW99XK8922563
4XARSM991K8921973 - 4XARSM99XK8921972
4XARRB990L8922436 - 4XARRW99XL8933242
4XARSB990L8923252 - 4XARSW99XL8932306

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between $15,890 and $29,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.
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Gas-powered E-Z-GO, Cushman and Tracker Brand Off-road
Vehicles
Hazard: The starter generator wire can be
improperly secured, allowing it to come into
contact with the vehicle’s exhaust, posing a fire
hazard.
This recall involves gas-powered E-Z-GO,
Cushman and Tracker brand off-road vehicles
manufactured from November 2018 through
June 2019 with certain non-sequential serial
numbers ranging from 3377720 to 3440924.
The serial number is located on the kick panel
below the driver side seat. These vehicles were
sold at E-Z-GO, Cushman and Tracker off road
dealerships nationwide from for between $6,300
and $13,400.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled off-road vehicles and contact
Textron Specialized Vehicles at 888-525-6040 for a free repair.

Merge Playground Climbers
Hazard: A welded rung opening on the sides of the climber
poses an entrapment hazard to children.
This recall involves the Burke Merge metal climbers used on
playground equipment for children to climb up to access the
play structure. “Burke” is printed on identification labels that
are placed on the exterior of the play structure.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the
Merge Climbers and block them off from children’s use.
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Model Year 2019 Polaris PRO XD and model year 2020 Ranger
Utility vehicles (UTVs)
Hazard: The seat belts on the vehicles can fail,
posing an injury hazard to the user if they were
to be in a collision or tip-over incident.
This recall involves model Year 2019 PRO XD
and model year 2020 Ranger utility vehicles.
The vehicles were sold in black, blue, camo,
gray and green colors and have two or four
seats. “POLARIS” is stamped on the front grille
and “POLARIS PRO XD” or “Ranger” on the
sides of the utility bed. Vehicle identification
numbers (VIN) included in this recall can be
found on a label affixed to the vehicle frame
in the left front wheel well. Non-sequential
VINs from 4XABEPD40K8940052 through 4XABEPD4XK8940172, 4XARRB990L8930682
through 4XARSW99XL8932306, 4XAT6A990L8881136 through 4XATAU99XL8884593,
3NSM4A570LE764085 through 3NSMAE57XLE767012, 3NSMAA500LE763806, through
3NSMAA50XLE768821 and 3NSMAAE40LE765283 through 3NSMAAE4XLE768742 of the
following models are included in this recall:
Year
2019
2020

Model Name
PRO XD 4000D AWD
RANGER 500, 570 and 1000
RANGER CREW 570 and CREW XP 1000
RANGER EV
RANGER XP 1000

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between $9,500 and $24,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.
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Kawasaki MULE PRO Off-highway Utility Vehicles
Hazard: Debris can ignite on the vehicle’s exhaust manifold; and frozen water can block the
breather hose allowing oil to leak, posing a fire hazard.
This recall involves model year 2015 through 2020
MULE PRO-FX™, MULE PRO-FXR™ and MULE
PRO-FXT™ off-highway utility vehicles. The recalled
vehicles were sold in black, blue, bronze, camo, green,
red, silver and white. They have four wheels, side-byside seating for three to six people and automotive
style controls. Mule Pro is printed on the right and
left front fender. Kawasaki is printed on the cargo box.
The Vehicle Identification Number (VIN) is located on
the steel frame between the right front lower A-arm
mounts.
Year

Model Name
MULE PRO-FXT

Model Code
KAF820AFF/L

VIN Range
JKBAFSA1XFB500031 through

2015

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CFF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BFF/L

JKBAFSC15FB500001 through
JKBAFSC17FB504387
JKBAFSB13FB500001 through

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AGF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CFF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CGF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS CAMO KAF820DFF/L

2016

JKBAFSB11FB504158

JKBAFSA1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSA19GB500250
JKBAFSC17FB500002 through
JKBAFSC17FB504387

JKBAFSC18GB504951 through
JKBAFSC16GB507010
JKBAFSD17FB500001 through
JKBAFSD17FB502198

MULE PRO-FX

KAF820EGF/L

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AGF/L

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GGF/L JKBAFSG10GB500001 through
JKBAFSG13GB501918
KAF820BGF/L JKBAFSB10GB504816 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
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JKBAFSA18FB500335

JKBAFSE17GB500001 through
JKBAFSE16GB500541
JKBAFSA1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSA19GB500250

JKBAFSB13GB507371

KAF820JGF/L

JKBAFSJ1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSJ1XGB501830
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Year

Model Name
MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

2017

2018

Model Code
KAF820CGF/L

VIN Range
JKBAFSC18GB504951 through
JKBAFSC16GB507010

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FX

KAF820DGF/L JKBAFSD19GB502611 through
KAF820EGF/L

JKBAFSE17GB500001 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FGF/L

JKBAFSF19GB500001 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GGF/L JKBAFSG10GB500001 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820HGF/L JKBAFSH12GB500001 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BHF/L

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CHF/L JKBAFSC11HB500001 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FX

KAF820DHF/L JKBAFSD13HB500001 through
KAF820EHF/L

JKBAFSE15HB500001 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FHF/L

JKBAFSF17HB500001 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GHF/L JKBAFSG15HB502201 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FX RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820HHF/L JKBAFSH16HB501301 through

JKBAFSD16GB503585
JKBAFSE16GB500541
JKBAFSF14GB502450

JKBAFSG13GB501918

JKBAFSH17GB500950

KAF820JGF/L

JKBAFSJ1XGB500001 through
JKBAFSJ1XGB501830

KAF820AHF/L JKBAFSA18HB500001 through
JKBAFSA12HB500821

JKBAFSB1XHB500001 through
JKBAFSB10HB510083

JKBAFSC10HB509367

JKBAFSD19HB504909
JKBAFSE12HB501140
JKBAFSF18HB504056

JKBAFSG1XHB502890
JKBAFSH11HB501450

KAF820JHF/L

JKBAFSJ18HB500001 through

KAF820LHF/L

JKBAFSL11HB500001 through

KAF820AJF/L

JKBAFSA15JB501001 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BJF/L

JKBAFSB15JB510201 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CJF/L

JKBAFSC10JB509651 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
CAMO

KAF820DJF/L

JKBAFSD16JB505151 through

JKBAFSJ16HB504483

JKBAFSL11HB500550
JKBAFSA13JB501370
JKBAFSB12JB513038

JKBAFSC10JB512209

JKBAFSD19JB506231
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Year

2019

2020
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Model Name
MULE PRO-FX

Model Code
KAF820EJF/L

VIN Range
JKBAFSE17JB501401 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FJF/L

JKBAFSF19JB504301 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GJF/L

JKBAFSG19JB503101 through

MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FXR

KAF820JJF/L

JKBAFSJ18JB504801 through

KAF820KJF/L

JKBAFSK12JB500001 through

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820AKF/L

JKBAFSA11KB501501 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BKF/L

JKBAFSB17KB513201 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CKF/L

JKBAFSC11KB512401 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FX

KAF820DKF/L

JKBAFSD16KB506401 through

KAF820EKF/L

JKBAFSE1XKB501801 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FKF/L

JKBAFSF13KB505901 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GKF/L

JKBAFSG18KB504001 through

MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FXR

KAF820JKF/L

JKBAFSJ12KB508201 through

KAF820KKF/L

JKBAFSK13KB503801 through

MULE PRO-FXT

KAF820ALF/L

JKBAFSA1XLB502101 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS

KAF820BLF/L

JKBAFSB1XLB516501 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS LE

KAF820CLF/L

JKBAFSC1XLB515301 through

MULE PRO-FXT EPS
CAMO
MULE PRO-FX

KAF820DLF/L

JKBAFSD1XLB507701 through

KAF820ELF/L

JKBAFSE18LB502401 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS

KAF820FLF/L

JKBAFSF18LB507919 through

MULE PRO-FX EPS LE

KAF820GLF/L

JKBAFSG18LB505201 through

JKBAFSE16JB501695
JKBAFSF16JB505745

JKBAFSG11JB503870
JKBAFSJ18JB508072

JKBAFSK13JB503649

JKBAFSA11KB501935
JKBAFSB17KB516146

JKBAFSC1XKB514907
JKBAFSD11KB507519
JKBAFSE15KB502161
JKBAFSF13KB507521

JKBAFSG1XKB504758
JKBAFSJ13KB512077

JKBAFSK1XKB505089
JKBAFSA19LB502378
JKBAFSB19LB518305

JKBAFSC1XLB516657

JKBAFSD1XLB508184
JKBAFSE19LB502598

JKBAFSF1XLB509199

JKBAFSG12LB505744
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Year

Model Name
MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION
MULE PRO-FXR

Model Code
KAF820JLF/L

VIN Range
JKBAFSJ1XLB512501 through

KAF820KLF/L

JKBAFSK13LB507901 through

MULE PRO-FXT RANCH
EDITION

KAF820MLF/L JKBAFSM12LB500001 through

JKBAFSJ17LB514237

JKBAFSK18LB508784

JKBAFSM16LB501023

These vehicles were sold at Kawasaki dealers nationwide for between $12,000 and $18,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact a
Kawasaki dealer to schedule a free repair.

Yamaha Golf Cars
Hazard: The front wheel hubs on the golf cars can
crack causing the front wheels to detach, posing
a crash hazard that could result in injury or death
to the user or bystander.
This recall involves four model-year 2020 golf
cars, including “Drive2 QuieTech,” “Drive2 AC,”
“Drive2 EFI,” and “Drive2 DC.” The vehicles were
sold in various colors, including blue, green, red,
gray, tan, silver, and white. The model and serial
number can be found on a label under the seat on
the left side. These vehicles were sold at Yamaha
golf car dealers nationwide for between $6,100 and $6,300.
Model Name
Drive2 QuieTech
Drive2 AC
Drive2 EFI
Drive2 DC

Model Prefix
J0B
J0J
J0K
J0C

Affected Serial Number Range
305606-306957
301002-301100
103401-104680
303701-304600

Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Yamaha Golf Cars and
contact a Yamaha Golf car dealer to schedule a free repair.
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Polaris Model Year 2019 Polaris PRO XD Utility Vehicles
(UTVs)
Hazard: The rear brake line can become punctured causing the rear brakes to fail, posing a
collision and crash hazard to the rider.
This recall involves Model Year 2019 Polaris PRO XD utility vehicles in two- and four-seat
configurations of models 4000D, 2000D and 200D 4X2. The utility vehicles are gray, black,
and orange with “POLARIS” stamped on the front grille, “POLARIS COMMERCIAL” on the
sides of the utility bed, and “PRO XD” on the front fenders. Vehicle identification numbers
(VIN) can be found on a label affixed to the vehicle
frame in the left front wheel well.
Affected vehicles include:
Model
4000D
2000D
2000D 4X2

Model Number
D19BEPD4B4
D19BBPD4B4
D19BAPD4B4

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between about $14,600 and $17,750.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled utility vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.

Model Year 2017-2018 Bobcat 3650 Utility Vehicles (UTVs)
Hazard: The rear brake line can become punctured
causing the brakes to fail, posing a collision and crash
hazard.
This recall involves model year 2017-2018 Bobcat
3650 utility vehicles. The recalled utility vehicles
are white and black with orange decals. “Bobcat” is
printed on the hood of the utility vehicle and “3650”
is printed on the rear box. The vehicle identification
numbers (VINs) can be found on a label affixed to the
vehicle frame under the seat and storage bin on the passenger side. The following vehicles are
included in this recall:
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2017
2018

Model Number
3650
3650

Partial Non-Sequential VIN Range
17001 thru 17308
18001 thru 18344

These vehicles were sold at Bobcat dealers nationwide for between $24,000 and $29,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Bobcat dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.

2020 and 2021 ZFORCE 950 Sport Recreational Off-Highway
Vehicles (ROVs)
Hazard: The throttle gas pedal can fail to return quickly to the idle position which can create
a crash hazard if the vehicle does not slow down as quickly as expected by the driver when
the gas pedal is released. The throttle gas pedal can fail to return quickly to the idle position
which can create a crash hazard if the vehicle does not slow down as quickly as expected by
the driver when the gas pedal is released.
This recall involves the 2020 and 2021
ZFORCE 950 Sport ROV with a 963cc
4-cycle engine. Vehicles colors are red,
silver or gray with the CFMOTO logo in the
center of the front grille. The model name
is located on each side of the vehicle doors.
The model year 2020 ROVs will have the
letter L in the 10th position of the vehicle
identification number (VIN). The model
year 2021 ROVs will have the letter M in the
10th position of the vehicle identification
number (VIN). The VIN number is stamped
on the right-side frame rail, behind the right
rear tire. These vehicles were sold at CFMOTO dealers nationwide for about $13,000.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled ROVs and contact a
CFMOTO dealer to schedule a free repair. CFMOTO is contacting all registered owners and
dealers directly.
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Polaris Model Year 2017-2018 Brutus Utility Vehicles (UTVs)
Hazard: The rear brake line can become punctured causing the brakes to fail, posing a
collision and crash hazard.
This recall involves Model Year 2017-2018 Polaris Brutus utility vehicles (UTVs) with the
following model names. The two-seated vehicles are gray, black and blue. The vehicles have
“POLARIS” stamped on the front grille, “POLARIS BRUTUS” on the sides of the utility bed,
and “DIESEL HD” on the front fenders. Vehicle identification numbers (VINs) included in
this recall can be found on a label affixed to the
vehicle frame in the left front wheel well. Nonsequential VINs ending in 7740364 to 8576615
are included in this recall.
Year
2017
2017
2018

Model Name
BRUTUS DSL HD PTO DLX
BRUTUS DSL HD PTO
BRUTUS DSL HD PTO DLX

These vehicles were sold at Polaris dealers nationwide for between $18,800 and $24,100.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled vehicles and contact a
Polaris dealer to schedule a free inspection and repair.
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Toys
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6” Plush Aflac Promotional Doctor Duck
Hazard: The buttons on the lab coat worn by the Doctor Duck
contain levels of lead that exceed the federal lead content standard.
Lead is toxic if ingested by young children and can cause adverse
health issues.
This recall involves the six-inch plush Aflac promotional Doctor
Duck. Doctor Duck is white with a yellow beak and feet. It is dressed
in a white lab coat with buttons and a stethoscope. “Aflac” is printed
on the front of the duck’s lab coat. The plush ducks were distributed
by Aflac to consumers as a promotional item.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately dispose of the recalled plush Doctor Duck.

Mag Cube Magnetic Ball Sets
Hazard: The recalled magnet sets contain high-powered magnets and violate the federal
standard for children’s toys. When two or more high-powered magnets are swallowed, they
can link together inside a child’s intestines and clamp onto body tissues, causing intestinal
obstructions, perforations, sepsis and death. Internal injury from magnets can pose serious
lifelong health effects.
This recall includes “Mag Cube” magnetic ball sets labeled as
“3D MAGNETIC PUZZLE”, “MAGCUBE BUCKYBALLS”
and “JOYNOTE” with “MAG CUBE” on the back of the
box. The magnet ball sets contain 216 spherical high-power
rare earth magnets. The gold-colored spherical magnets are
about 3 millimeters in diameter each, and the red, orange,
yellow, green, blue, and purple-colored spherical magnets
are about 5 millimeters in diameter each. The box contains:
a drum-shape, dark blue-colored metal container, a black
velvet pouch, a plastic separator, and an instructional paper.
“MAG CUBE” and “BUCKYBALLS” are printed on the
metal container. These sets were sold online for between $13
and $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled magnetic balls and take
them away from children. Consumers should contact Sobeauty Inc. at 844-946-7437 for
instructions on returning your product and receiving a full refund including taxes and the
original shipping cost.
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Super Soaker XP 20 and Super Soaker XP 30
Hazard: The decorative sticker on the water tank of the water blaster toys contain levels of
lead in the ink that exceed the federal lead content ban. Lead is toxic if ingested by young
children and can cause adverse health effects.
This recall involves the Super Soaker XP20 (E6286)
which is a green and orange hand-held water blaster,
and the XP 30 (E6289) which is an orange and blue
hand-held water blaster. “Nerf Super Soaker” and the
model number are printed on the sticker on the side
of the water blaster. These water blaster toys were sold
in stores and online for about $8 (XP 20) and $13
(XP 30).
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toy away from children and
contact Hasbro Inc. at 888-664-3323 for instructions on how to return the product and
receive a full refund. Consumers will be asked to unscrew the tank from the blaster and return
the tank to the manufacturer using a postage prepaid label, for a full refund.

Musical Lili Llama
Hazard: The screws used to attach the spinning flowers
to the sides of the toy can become loose and fall off,
posing a choking hazard for young children.
This recall involves Musical Lili Llama wooden activity
toy. The llama-shaped wooden toy has a multi-colored
metal xylophone on the top, two wood mallets, a
detachable maraca tail on the back, four spinning
squares on the front, two clacking panels on the sides
and two spinning flowers on the sides. Lot code 217120
IL is printed on the inside of the side panel below the
company name and address. These llamas were sold in
toy stores nationwide and online for about $50.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take the recalled toy away from children and
contact Manhattan Toy at 800-541-1345 for a free repair kit.
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Light-Up Magic Wands
Hazard: The battery cover can detach and expose the button-cell batteries, posing
choking and ingestion hazards to young children.
This recall includes a fuchsia colored Light-Up Magic Wand topped with a star
that flashes and makes noise. The recalled wands have a manufacturing date code
printed in white on the bottom portion of the wand. Only magic wands with date
codes between March 2018 (3/18/373) and June 2019 (6/19/373) are included in
the recall. The UPC code 085761220034 and can be found on the hangtag. These
wands were sold in stores nationwide for about $5.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled magic wands,
place them out of the reach of children and return them to store where purchased
for a refund.

Children’s Tool Kits
Hazard: The tool belt, hammer and suspenders
(model H3044) contain excessive levels of lead,
violating the federal lead content standard. In
addition, the toy goggles and hardhats do not
meet toy safety requirements.
The recalled Children’s Tool Kits have two
different model numbers: H3044 and H5855.
Model H3044 is a 12-piece tool kit that contains
a helmet, goggles, tape measure, tool belt,
hammer, pair of leather gloves, ruler, carpenter’s
square, level, bottle of chalk and suspenders.
Model H5855 is an 11-piece tool kit that
contains goggles, tape measure, wooden tool caddy, hammer, ruler, carpenter’s square, level,
screwdriver, pliers and an adjustable wrench. Model numbers are printed on the front upper
right hand corner of the packaging. “Grizzly Industrial” is printed on multiple items of the
tool kits. These kits were sold online for about $20.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using these recalled Children’s Tool Kits and
keep them away from children. Consumers should contact Grizzly Industrial at 888-615-7944
for instructions on returning the recalled tool kits to receive a full refund including return
shipping.
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Sophie la Giraffe Bead Maze
Hazard: The wooden triangle shape piece fails to meet the
mandatory federal standard for small parts, posing a choking hazard
to young children.
The recall includes a round wood-based bead maze toy in the
shape of the Eiffel Tower with a Sophie giraffe figure and three
wooden shapes: Orange triangle, red heart and green star, that sort
into the wood base. The gray Eiffel Tower stands 8 inches tall on a
green circular base measuring 6 3/4 inches in diameter. This recall
involves the following batch numbers: 9321/J09504/022019, 9474/
J09504/042019, and 9549/J09504/052019. The batch number is
found on the bottom of the base of the packaging above the barcode. These toys were sold for
about $25.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately stop using the recalled Sophie la Giraffe Bead Maze
toy and check the bottom of the toy for the recalled batch numbers. If the toy matches the
recalled batch numbers, consumers should destroy the triangle piece and contact Juratoys at
855-665-9287 to receive a free replacement triangle piece.

Little Helper’s Children’s Grocery Shopping Carts
Hazard: The shopping cart’s basket can break into
sharp pieces, posing a laceration hazard.
This recall involves Step2’s Little Helper’s Shopping
Cart with the following model numbers and color
combinations: 700000 (blue basket with tan cart),
708500 (pink basket with white cart) and 8567KL
(pink basket with gray cart). The grocery shopping
carts measure 18.5 inches by 13 inches by 21.5 inches
and have a shopping cart base and basket, four
wheels and a doll seat. Only units with date code
combinations of 5 and 19 are included in this recall. The date code can be found on the center
rib on the back of the basket below the handle. The model number is located on the product
packaging. These were sold in stores nationwide and online for about $40.
Remedy: Consumers should immediately take away the recalled shopping carts from children
and contact Step2 at 800-347-8372 for a free replacement shopping cart or a refund in the
form of a $40 credit towards the purchase price of another Step2 product.
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Related Resources
Florida Department of Agriculture and Consumer Services –
www.FDACS.gov/ConsumerServices
Provides information about Florida’s agriculture industry as well as charities
registered to solicit funds in Florida

Florida Department of Health – www.FloridaHealth.gov
Provides information about meat, poultry, and other recalls that may affect
Floridians

U.S. Consumer Product Safety Commission – www.CPSC.gov
Provides a comprehensive list of items recalled by their manufacturers

U.S. Department of Agriculture – www.USDA.gov
Provides information about meat and poultry recalls, food security, and health
tips

U.S. Food and Drug Administration – www.FDA.gov
Provides information on food, pet food, drug, and medical equipment recalls

Better Business Bureau – www.BBB.org
Provides information on legitimacy of charities and other organizations and
businesses
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PL-01 The Capitol
Tallahassee, Florida 32399-1050
850-414-3300
www.MyFloridaLegal.com

